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ADJOURNMENT.

The House at 5.20 o'clock p.m. adjourned
until Tuesday, 23rd July, 1896, at 4.30 o'clock
P.m.

Tuesdayg, 16(h July, 1895.
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'run SPEAIKER took the chair at 4.30 pa.

FajynsA.

WANT OF CONFIDENCE MOTION.

TuE PREMIER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest)
Before proceeding with the questions, Sir, I
should like to draw your attention to a notice
of motion that has just been given by the hon.
member for Albany, which, if it has the concur-
rence of my friend opposite, the leader of the
Opposition, really, amonts to a vote of want
of confidence in the Government. I should
like to know whether the motion has received
the concurrence of my bon. friend, because, if
it has, I look upon it as a direct, vote of want
of confidence in the present Government; and
it seems to me, Sir, altogether contrary to
Parliamentary practice, for the Government
to go on with the business of the country
while a vote of want of confidence is
pending. I do not know whether my friend

opposite is prepared to answer me. Of course,
if he does not acquiesce in the motion which
has been tabled by the hon. member for
Albany, the Government are inclined to treat
it as of little consequence. On the other
hand, Sir, I would like to ask yon how it is
possible for the Government to go on with the
business of the country when a motion,
amounting to what may be regarded s a vote
of want of confidence in it has been tabledP
It appears to me most unusual thatt a notice
of this sort should be given to be taken into
consideration a week hence. Hew can the
Government carry on the administration of
the country while a vote of this kind iis hang-
ig over their headsP Perhaps the hon.
member for Perth is in a position to assure
me as to whether he is in accord with the
motion or not, If he is not in accord with it,
of course I will treat it merely as an ordinary
motion by a private memiber, and will be pre-
pared not to take ainy serious notice of it.

Mn. RANDELL: Mr. Spealkcr,-Sir, I am

sorry to find that the Premier has not quite
recovered f rom his indisposition, as I notice he
is st-ill very hoarse in speaking. With regard
to the question he has put to me, I amn some-
what. in a dilemma, with regard to it. I think,
however, I may say at once that the motion
referred to has not my approval, in the shape
in which it is p~resented to the House. At the
same ticae, Sir, I would desire to express the
Strong feeling which I have that; something
should be den in the direc-tion indicated in
the motion; and, possibly, later on, I tuay see
my way clear to move in that direction. But
I amn not prepared to take the responsibility
at present, at any rate. How long I may
occupy my present position of course, I am
not ahin to ay-if I find I have not the
confidence of my colleagues on this side, I
shall retire f rem the position ; but, at present,
I answer the Premier's question by saying
that the motion has not my approval.

Ma. L V-AK 0: Am I in order, Sir, in makin g
a few observeationsP

Tax SPEAKER: I think not.
Ma. LEAKE -- Merely this: the motion

tabled by me was referred to by the Premier
as a private member's motion, and I should
like to say that the motion was the result ofa
meeting of certain members of this House.

Wit. ILLreOWOnvnT: At which the leader
of this side was present.

TaxL PREMIER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest)
I have nothing further to say.
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COST OF CONSTRUCTION, &C., OF PERTH-
SUBIACO ROAD.

Am. GEORGE, in accordance with notice,
aked the Director of Public Works, with
reference to the Subiaco Road,-

(a) The total length of light tram rails
used in connection with the road, and the
actual money cost of same delivered on the
ground.

(b) The quantity and details of all fasten-
ings for same, and cost delivered on the
ground.

(c) The number and description of sleepers,
with cost delivered on the ground.

(di) The number of trucks employed, and
the cost of same delivered on the ground.

(e) If the Department intend to re-lay
the line to complete the blinding, or whether
they intond to continue the use of drays for
this purpose.

Twt DIRECTOR 0OF PUBLIC WOKKS
(Hon. Hf. W. Veun) replied as follows.

Cost delivered on the ground.
.A is. ci.

(a) 2,519 lineal yards of road 1 10 0
(b) 976 pains of fish-plates and

bolts, l0t cwt. of dogspikes 0 12 6
(c) 3,W .. ... 00 0
(J)12.............06 9
(a) No. Yes.
1, As the question is specifically in refer-

ence to the Subiaco Road, the costs, delivered
on the ground are given only in terms of the
freight paid to get thern to the ground, as re-
ga~rds the materials in (a), (b), (c), and (di).
In the case of (c) the price paid for the
sleepers was for theum delivered at Suhiaco,
.and consequently, as Subiaco is on the road to
Fremantle by rail, and the sleepers were
eventually for use at Fremantle, their coat
delivered on the ground, in reference to the
Subiaco road, was nit. In the case of the rails,
fastenings, and trucks, these had to be
brought from Frewanutle to Subiaco in refer-
ence to the road, and therefore the freight is
charged. 'Ihe actual money cost of this plant
is clearly its cost against the Fremnantle Hfar-
bor Works and Roebourne Tramway, for
which it was originally procured, or on which
iti has now been employed, and ia not Coat in
reference to the Suabiaco Road.

2. Hfowever, though the figures as above are
the exact answers to the questions as framed,
it may be desirable to give the actual money
ost without regard to where the plant pro-

perly belongs, in which case the answers
would stand as under.-

£ s. d.
(a) 2,519 lineal yards or road 276 12 3
(b) 976 pairs of fish-plates and

bolts; 1.01 cwt. spikes ... 63 1.4 9
(c) 3,045: Jarrab 3 ft. 6 in. x

5 in. 8in. ... ... ... 5015 0

(ai) I2 (Twelve) ... .. 180 0 0
(e) NO. Yes.

INTRODUCTION OF FENCING BILL.

Mu. THROSSELL, in accordance with notice,
asked the premier, whether it was the inten-
tion of the Government to introduce a6 Fencing
Bill during the present session of Parlia-
went.

Tax PREMIER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest), re-
plied that the Government hoped to be able to
do so.

COLLECTION OF STOCK AND CROP
RETURNS.

MaR. TEIROSSELL, in accordance with notice,
asked the Premier, whether it was the inten-
tion of the Government to introduce, during
the present session, &Bill providing for an im-
proved method of collecting the Crop and
Stock returns of the Colony, as promised last
Session.

Tarn PREMIER (Ron. Sir J. Forrest), re-
plied tbat the Government had the subject
under consideration, but nothing definite had
yet been decided upon.

MESSAGE FROM HIS EXCELLENCY THE
ADMINISTRATOR;

APPOINTMENTS TO RECENT FEDERAL

COUNCIL.
The following Message was delivered to and

read by Mir. Speaker -

ALEX. C. ONSLOW,
Administrator.

In accordance with Section 5 of " The Fe-
deral Council (Adopting) Act, 1885," the Ad-
niistrator has the honor to inform the Legis-
lative Assembly that on the 6th December,
1804, the following gentlemen were appointed
Members of the Federal Council of Austra-
lasia, viz.

The ilonorable John Winthrop Humc-
kett, 3.?., M.L.C.

William Thorley Loton, 3.P., MIL.A.
William Silas Pearse, JP, M.L.A.

On the 1st of January, 1893, the resignation
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of William Thorley Loton, 3.P., M.L.C., was
tendered andncepted,andon the 9th January,
1895, Henry Bruce Lefroy, LI'., M.L.A., was
appointed in his stead.

Government House,
Perth, 16th JTuly, 1895.

OIPENING OF LANDS FOR SELECTION
UNDER THE HOMESTEADS ACT.

ME. THROSSELL, in accordance with
notice, asked the Cbmmisaioner of Crown
lands, what steps had been taken for throw-
ing open lands for selection under the leasing
section of the Homesteads Act.

Tile COMMIS.SiONER OFOCROWN LANDS
(lion. A. RL. Richardson) replied, as fol-
low:-

In the first place, the necessary steps have
been taken in order to enable lessees who so
desire it, to take up land Within their own
leases, under Part 11 of the Hlomesteads Act
on condition of thae balance of their lease beiixg
thrown open for Selection.

2. The necessary procedure required by the
63rd clause of the Laud Regulations, before
any lands could be taken possession of by the
Minister and thrown open for selection under
the Homesteads Act, has now been complied
with, but by that clause six months has to
elapse before application for such land can be
approved, which period has net yet expired.

3. 1 have had a surveyor, qualified by ex-
perience for this particular work, out for some
months in the South-West Division, who is
instructed to travel over any areas of land
Suitable for homestead ]ea. and which, of
course, do not include first-class lands; and,
after I have ascertained the relative cost of
this work per square mile, I shall be able to
form an opinion as to whether it would be
good policy for the greater part of the South-
West Division of the colony to be classified, in
order that we may, once for all, have a record
on the plans of the colony as to What class any
particular areas belong, so that for the future
all intending applicants for land may see by
examination of the chart what description of
land they apply for, and also where to find the
class of land they are seeking for.

WATER SUIPPLY IN TANKS ON THE
SOUTHERN CROSS RAILWAY LINE.

Ma. MORAN, in accordance with notice,
asked the Director of Vublic Works,-

(a.) What quantity of 'rater was at present

in the following tanks on the Southern Cross
Railway Line,-

1. The 37-Mile Tank,
2. The Killerberrin (66 miles.)
3. Mereden (103j miles).
4. Parker's Road (1.57 miles).
5. Parsonage Tank (Southern Cross, 170

wiles).

(b) Hlow long was it estimated that tbe
present supply in these tanks would keep the
traffic on the line going.

Tn DIRECTIOR OF PUBLIC WORKS
(Ron. H. W. Veu) replied as follows-
(a) 1. 165,000 gallons water in tank.

2. 835,000
3. 1,138,338
4. 558,750
5. 239,500 ,, ,

Total 2,921,588 gallons.

(b.) Abont four mouths.

PERTH MINT BILL.

Read a third time and forwarded to the
Legishtive Council.

AGIE&J-GENERtAL BILL.

Read a third time and transmitted to the
Legislative Council.

DEPOSITING OF STONE, &c., IN THE
RI VER AT ROCKY BAY.

MrSSfXQt FROM THE LEGISLATIVE C.OUNICIL,

The following message was delivered to and
read by Mr. Speaker

MR. SPEAKER,
The Legislative Council has this day passed

the following resolution, which it presents Wo
the Legislative Assembly for its concurrence:-
-"T hat in the opinion of this House it is
desirable that no more Stones, sand, or rubbish
be thrown into the river at Rocky Bay by the
Government.-

GNO. SHENTON,
President.

Legislative Council Chamber, Pertb, Tlhurs-
day, I11th July, 1895.

Ordered-That the consideration in com-
mittee of the foregoing message be wade an
Order. of the flay for Tuesday, 23rd July.

-LICENSED SURVEYORS BILL.

SWcONn 11AcINixo

Tax COMMAISSION ER OF CROWN LANDS
(Hon. A. R. Rtichardson):- In moving the

C16 JuLy' 1895]Water supp6j.
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second reading of this Bill, I would merely
point out that this measure hoe been prepared
upon the recommendation of the Snurveyors
Board. It has been found desirable to make
some necessary alterations in the mode of
licensing surveyors, in this colony, and those
will be found in the Bill. Clause 4 defines
how the Licensing Board shall be reconsti-
tuted, under the name of the Land Surveyors'
Licensing Board, and goes on to say how the
members shall be appointed. 'the Board is to
consist of the Surveyor-General and five
other members. Sub-section 3 says :-- Ex-
"cept the Survneyor-G enern], the members of

" the Board shall retire from office on the 3st
"'day of December next following their ap-
"pointment, but shall be eligible for re-ap-
pointment, and shall be deemed to hold office

"until the appointment of their successors."
Clause 6 deals with examinations and other
matters. Sub-section 3 says :-!" Examinations
"1shall be held and conducted by the members
"of the Board, or by any two members of the
" Board appointed by the Board for that par-
"pose, in the month of September in every
"'year, and at such other times as the Board
" by regulation appoints." Sub-section 4 pro-
vides the mode of issuing licenses, as fol-
lows :-" The Board may, subject to regula-

tions, issue a license to practice as a surveyor
to any person (a) to whom it has granted a

"certificate of competency in surveying, or
'(b) who has received a certificate of corn-
-petency in suarveying from (1) any legally

"'constituted hoard of examiners for land Bar-
"1veyors in any of the Australasian colonies,

or from (2) any authority by whom an
"-examination (equivalent to that required
Iby the Board) to test the qualifications

"of candidates is required prior to the grant-
"ing of such certificate;i and (c) who is still
"entitled to practice as a land surveyor in the
"colony or country wherein he obtained such
"certificate." Sub-section 6 says:-"'l'he Board
"way refuse a license to any applicant if it is
"not satisfieda to his charaecter.' Clausse 7

says:-" Every licence issued under this Act
"shall be signed by two members of the Board,
"and countersigned by the secretary, and
"1shall be in the form contained in the first
"schedule to this Act; and when registered,
"shall, except ms hereinafter mentioned, entitle

"the holder thereof to practicesena land sur-
"veyor in the colony of Western Australia.'
Clause 10 is a rather important clause, pro-
viding :-" (1) If it appears to the Board that

"any licensed surveyor is charged, or may be
"reasonably charged, with committing- any
"one or nmore of the following offences, or with
incurring any one or mote of the following

.disqualifications (that is to say),-(a) that
"hbe has wilfully certified to the accuracy of
" any survey or plan knowing the same to be
" inaccurate, or without taking reasonable
" precautions to verify its accuracy in every
"reaspect; (b) that he has made, or has caused
"to be made, under his immediate direction
"and supervision, surveys which a in-
"accurate or defective; (c) that he has cor-
" tified to the "ccuracy of any survey not exe-
"ocuted by himself or under his immediate
" supervision; (d) that the has rendered an ac-
" count for services which have not been per-
" formed; (e) that hebas obtained his license or
" certificaite, or either of thorn, by fraud or mis-
" representation or concealment of facts; or

-(f) that after the date of his registration
he has been convicted of felony ;-the
Board shall inquire into the sme, and if a

"majority of the Board then present find any
"such offence proved or any such disqualifiea-
"tion to have been incurred, the ]Board may

" suspend the license of the accsed for a
" period not exceeding three years, or ay
" cancel the same absolutely!' Clause 11
provides that, if it be found necessary by a
Licensing Board in another colony to cancel
or suspend a surveyor's certificate, the Board
in this colony may consequently cancel or
suspend any certificaite held by such surveyor
in this colony. Clause 18 deals with offences
as follows :-" (1) Any person, not being a
" licensed surveyor, who (a) falsely pretends
" that lhe is a licensed surveyor, or (b) takes
" or uses the name or title of a licensed sur-
0veyor, or any name, title, addition, or de-
"scription implying that he is a licensed
surveyor; or (c) practises., charges, or
receives a fee for work done as a land

"surveyor; or (di) certifies to the accuracy of
"any survey or plan purporting to be a survey
"or plan for the purposes of " The Transfer

of Laind Act, 1893," shall bie guilty of an
"offence against this Act, and summarily
"punishable before any two or more Justices
"of the Peace, and liable upon conviction for
"every such offence to a penalty not
"exceeding one hundred ponds"1 This

clause is important and very necessary. The
whole object of the Bill. I may here say,
is for securing some guarantee to the public
who employ surveyors, and to the surveyors
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engaged in the work, that the men who may
be employed as surveyors in this colony shall
be duly qualified and skilful ; therefore the
Sill provides certain penalties to follow upon
acts sufficiently bad to call for the exercise of
these powers, and the Board will havs power
to suspend or cancel certificates. It is not
necessary for me to say anything more expla-
natory, and I now formally move that the
Bill be read a second tie.

Question put and passed.
Hill read a second time.

CUSTOMS DUTIES REPEAL BILL.

SECOND RADING.

MR. RANDEILL In reference to the notice
of motion I have given, is it Dot desirable to
postpone the Consideration of this Sill to a
later dateP

TuE PREMIER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest):
After the second reading, plenty of time will
be given before the House is asked to go into
committee on the clauses. In rising now to
move the second reading of this Bill for repeal-
ing the Customs duties on certain articles and
things, I may say the object the Government
have had in view isro reduce taxzationon certain
articles in the Tariff, and especially on those
articles that Cannot be produced in the Colony,
and on those raw materials which are neces-
sary in working up goods within the colony.
As members are aware, when the present
Government took office at the end of 1890, the
Tariff Acl of 1888 wasl in force; and there as
a general desire on the part of members in
this House and of people in the country for a
revision of the tariff. TIhat is a desire which
is Continuous, and will be felt so long ast any
duties are levied. Not only was the desire
felt then, but no sooner had the Government
dealt with the tariff by the Act of 1893 than a
general desire began to be again nmnifestedia
favor of a further revision of the tariff-a de-
sire which appeared to be felt throughout the
Country, so far as the Government have been
able to judge by hearing and reading the ex-
pressions of opinion on the subject. I make
no complaint of that. Customs duties always
have, and always will, while they continue,
press upon some portions of the community.
The more indirect the taxation is. no doubt,
the less we feel it individually; hut!I think I
amn right in saying there always will be at de-
sire on the part of the Community or some
sections of it-whether it be tise community

oraLiy other-in favor of altering the Tariff,
so long as any Customs duties are levied.
When we were last dealing with the Tariff, in
1893, it was pretty freely stated that the de-
sire of the Government was to increase the
taxation in order to get more revenue. We
repudiated that idea, but at the same
time we had to be watchful of the
revenue, because we had entered on great
obligations, and in order that we might be in
a position to carry out those obligations, and
to Construct the public works we had entered
on, it was necessary that a certain amount of
revenue should be obtained. A handle has
been made of that fact by opponents of
the Government, who have alleged that by
the Act of 1893 the Government took the op-
portinity of increasing the burdens on the
people in order to get more revenue. Well,
I believe the result of the Act of 1893 has
been to give the Government a little more re-
venue than would have been obtainable in the
some period if the Act of 18188 had continued
in operation. At the same time, the Govern-
ment were quite prepared to Carry on without
increasing the Custour. revenue; and, apart
from the question of raising revenue, I believe
the Tariff Act of 1M0 was preferableto that of
1888, in many respects, although a larger
revenue has been received under the Act of
1893 than would have been received if the
former Act had continued in force. I have
had a return of Customs receipts prepared,
showing the difference in the receipts under
the present law, as compared with the amounts
which would have been received if the Act of
1888 had not been altered ; and I find that for
the twelve months ended December last, the
revenue actually received under the Tariff of
1893 ,was 4416,808, "a compared with
£0392,318 which would have been received in
the sme period if the Act of 1888 had con-
tinued in force, this difference amounting to
an increase of £22,894. As hon. men,-
boen well know, the circumstances of
the colony have changedl considerably
since we woen dealing with the Tariff in 1893,
and there has been a tremendous increase in

the general revenue of the colony; therefore
the desire of the Government now is to abolish
Paome of the duties which were levied Under
the Act of 1893; especially, as I have said,
the duties upon articles which Cannot be pro-
duced in the Colony, and the duties upon raw
materials which are required in local indus-
tries. The edeet of the Bid I am now dealuag
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with will be that the revenue will suffer a
reduction during the current financial year
amounting to between X40,000 and X50,C00.
The exact amount of duties received during
the yenr ended St December last, upon those
articles which are mentioned in the Schedule
of this Bill, was £36,372; aind if we add to
that amount an estimated increase of one-fifth
for the year 1895-and I do not think 20 per
cent, would be out of the way as; an estimated
increase of Customs revenue on these articles
-the total amount of revenue recetivatlble dur-
ing this year on these articles would be about
£4364A. lion, members will know that six
months of the year 1895 have gone by; but,
roughly speaking, for the next coming year,
that'sn for the current financial year, a probable
total of £50,000 would be received through the
Customs on the articles scheduled in this Hill.

Ido not think that total would be far fromt
the mark. [n dealing with these items in
the Schedule, 1 may say the amounts of
revenue received upon them durin~g 1894 were
the following :-Arrowroot, and other farina-
ceous foods. £642 atlises, maps, charts, and
globes, only .£1; bags, saks, and all articles
enumerated in this item, £2336; blankets and
rugs. including shawls, £2735 ocoa, and cho-
colate, not otherwise enumaerated, £661 ; cocoa
in slabs, £2 ; coffee, raw, £C184; copper-wire,
rod, and sheet, X28; creame separators-this
amount I am not able to give, as these articles
are not kept separately in the Tariff accounts,
but I should think the amount is small ; iron
wire netting, iron and steel fencing wire,
standards and staples, £794; lead-sheet and
pig, including piping, £83 ; molasses and gol-
den syrup, £2201; paraffine wax, £10; photo-
graphs, not kept separately in the Tariff no-
counts rice-paddy, ground, and 'inca,
£1,591 sheep dip, £3 ; sugar. £18,306; sul-
phur, 417; tea, £12,367; tin-block and plate,
£097; wool bales, £582; sine-sheet and plain,
L8 These articles make a total of £36,392. I
have gone through the Schedule very closely.
with the desire of taking the duty off articles
of food in genera] use, and which cannot be
produced in the colony, also off those articles
which are used in local mnufactures-such,
for in,tance, as tin and zinc, lend and copper,
and a few other things which aire in the
nature of raw materials. Iron, rod and all
hinds, is already on the free list ; but iron
wire netting, fencing wire, standards
and staples, which are very largely
used for fencing-in lands, both agricultural

and pasitoral, ought certainly, I think, to he
also on the free list; for we cannot at present
make these articles hero, and I think we
ought to encourage the agricultural and pas-
toral industries by admitting these necessary
articles free of duty. The list of articles
schedufled in the Bill is a small one; it is not
an elaborate list, but it is important ;and
I believe the remission of duty on those
articles will in some degree benefit every man,
woman, and child in this country. Everyone
will be able to get tea 4d. a pound cheaper,
sugar at halfpienny per pound cheaper; and if
we make these reductions on such necessary
articles of general consumption it cannot
reasonably be said that the people of the
country will not be benefited. It may be
said these remissions are nothing-that they
will not reach the consumers, but will benefit
only the dealers and manufacturers. If that
were so, the objection might be a good one;
but I believe there is sufficient competition
among the grocer and other traders in this
colony to bring down the retail price of these
articles, not only in proportion to the amount
of duty taken off, but allowing also for the
interest on the amount of duty paid, which is
a necessary charge at present. By remitting
the duty on these articles in general use,
every person in the colony will be made to
feel that the Legislature is trying to do
something - if not very much, yet
something appreciable, to the amount of
about £60,000 in the year. This will be a
beginning in a right direction, if we cannot
do more at present; and, indeed, we hope the
colony will continue to progress, and that
things will go on sufficiently prosperously to
enable us to do more in a short time. But I
would ask hon. members, and especially these
en this (the Government) side of the House,
not to try at present to add other articles to
this list to a much larger extent, because the
Government have great obligations, end the
colony has great obligations, for we are em-
barking on further important works, ond in
order to carry them on we must have a suffi-
cient revenue. The loan of £91,500,000 which
was authorsed last session, and part of which
we raised the other day, will require £60,000
or £70,000 a year more for interet-if not in
the current financial year, certainly in the
year coining 4fter. One-half of it is payable
at the present time; and although the general
revenue of the colony is certainly expanding,
yet our obligations are also expanding to a
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great extent. The question arises-and was
forcibly put before the House by my friend,
the hon. member for Fremantle, the other day
-whether it is wise to reduce taxation
and tan forego the development of
the colony which might be undertaken
with the amount of taxes now proposed
to be remitted. If we reduce the revenue still
further we cannot carry on the great works
for developing tis country as we desire to
do. The object of the Government is to try
and reduce taxation a little, in order to do
away with what is a cry here-that this is an
expensive colony to live in. House rent must
be expensive to those who have to pay it, and
some other requirements are expensive ; in-
deed in all oar homes we find the expenditure
is considerable: but on comparing our present
item of household expenditure with w hat we
used to pay formerly, it is difficult to see
where the increased cost comes in, becauseI
aimsure the articles of food generally consumed
are cheaper to-day than they were twenty
years ago. I remember that when I was a boy
butcher's meat was charged 6id. a pound all
round, and the same for pork as a standard
price; sugar was 5d. and 6d. a pound, tea was
2s. a pound, and tobacco was 5s. to 6s. a
pound. as general prices; so, that when
you investigate the items of housekeeping in
this colony, it is difficult to realise by coinpari-
sion hew it is that living is deare-r now than it
used to be. I have not much more to say on
the Hill, but I wonld like to refer to the date
at Which tie Act should come into force, 'The
Government are in the hands of the Homse,
almost, in regard to it, and we have left the
date blank in the Bill, for consideration
in committee. We have had protests
or letters from the various commercial organ-
isations. asking that the cming into operation
of the Act should be postponed for six months.
I do not know why the date should be post-
poned such a long time. I have noticed pre-
viously that when a new Tariff for increasing
the duties on imported articles is brought be-
fore this House, and is carried, the prices of
those articles soon rise in correspondence with
the increased amount of duty. [Mr. BANDELL:

Yes, before the Bill is passedj Therefore, I do
not know that there is as much in that arga-
ment s, some. persons would have us; believe.
I. asked the Collector of Customs, through the
telephone the other day, whether he thought
there are in the colony large supplies of the
arzicles affected by the Bill, and he replied

that he thought there are not; that large im-
porters have their private bonds, and are care-
ful not to take more oat of bond than they re-
quire; and he did not think there are any at
presentvery, Isage stocks of these articles in the
colony. I do not think there is anything like
six months' supply of these articles anywhere
in the colony; therefore I hope that, when we
are dealing with the date in committee, we
will be able to arrive at a date that will be
reasonable and fair, both in regard to the im-
porters who pay the duty in the first instance,
and the consumers who have to pay it finally
as an extra amount adided to the price. It is
clear the dealers in these articles cannot
wish the operation of the Act to be
postponed, except so far as they have stock
in hand. My own opinion is that a briefer
time should he allowed, and that a delay of
two months ought to be sufficient for clearing,
off the stocks in hand; and you may depend
upon it the advantages of this Tariff will not
be flashed by electric telegraph to inland
places throughout the colony, but that it will
take a little time for these changes to reach
the country customers in the advantageous
form of reduced prices. I now commend the
Bill to the favorable consideration of thefHoume,
believing that, it is a step in the right direc-
tion, I may inform the hon. member who
referred to the fiscal opinions of the Attorney-
General that, although I have had a great deal
of trouble at times in obtaining the concur-
rence of my colleague, the Attorney-General. I
have had no trouble in obtaining his concur-
rence in this Bill, but, on the contrary, he
thought the Bill was a change in the right
direction. I hope also that, in many other
directions, as; time goes on and as far ats the
greatly increnailig revenue will allow, we shall
be able to propose further reductions in the
Customs Tariff. I ask lion, members-those
who are in accord with the general policy of
the Government-to be content with the
remissions proposed in the Bill, so far as they
approve of them, ad not to try and put or'
the revenue a greater burden in regard to re-
ductions in taxation than is absolutely neces-
sary at the presenttime. Tb-egeneral revenue is
very large indeed. We know we received a
million and a quarter during the financial year
just past, and no doubt the estimated receipts
will he still larger for the current year ; but
when I have the pleasure-if I am to have that
pleasurre and honor--of submitting to this
House the Annual Estimates for this year.
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they will be more startling to hon. mom.
hers by reason of the aumount of expenditure
out of revenue on public works that will bs
prodided for in the Estimates, thana for the
total amountof the estimated revenue. I have
much pleasure in moving the second reading
of this Bill.

SPEAKER'S RULING.
The SPEAKE~R: I think it is my duty to

draw the attention of the House to the pro-
cedure that has been adopted, in introducing
this Bill by a message from His Excellency
the Governor. I believe it has been done
through inadvertence. In the early days of
Responsible Government in the other colonies,
this question engaged the attention of the
Legislatures in these colonies, and the result
was, they passed resolutions disapproving of
the Governor sending down messages forthe in-
troduction of any Bills, except when required
ly the Constitution Act. A Bill of this
kind does not require a message from the
Governor to introduce it. It is not necessary
under the Constitution Act, nor under the
provisions of our Standing Orders ;a"d it is
not in accordance with Parliamentary practice.
I will just read to hon. members what May
says in reference to this matter; hut I may
say there is no doubt whatever as to the class
of Bills that require to be introduced by a
mnessage from the Crown. '[hey are .sucb as
contemplate the imposition of a burden upon
the people, or when grants are to bea made from
the public, revenue. Af ter having dealt with
the expenditure of public money, May goes on
to say: A motion to alleviate the burthens
upon the people is not within the scope of the
Standing Orders relating to the imposition of
charges upon the pecple. Hence a Bill for
diminishing or repealing a tax or other public
barthens, unless the imposition of a new tax
is propomed by way of substitution, needs no
royal recommendation on preliminary com-
mittee stage, and is brought in upon motion.
Amendments, also, strictly confined to relief
from pecuniary burthens, can be considered
both in committee and with the Speaker in the
chair." In dealing With this Bill, therefore, you
will deal with it as you would with any Bill
introduced to this Reuse without a message
from the Governor. You will be able to deal
with it in any way you like, except that you
cannot increase any item beyond the amount
of the present tax.

PnEPREMTh'R(Hon. Sir J. Forrest):Ishould
like tonmy it was an error on my part inelud-

ing it With the other Bills. I Inow very well
it does not require a message from the
Governor. It was quite an error.

nsa7n RUMEDha.
Ma, RANDELL : It is with considerable

satisfaction I opeak on this question. When
I was over in the other colonies a little while
ago, I ventured to express the opinion in view
of our increasing revenue, that it was impera-
tive upon the Ministry to adopt one of two
courses, either to reduce taxation, or to under-
take seome railway worke,-L specially mention
ed railway works-out of current revenue. I
should have been satisfied under present cir-
cumstances if there had been no reduction in
taxation, if the whole of that money had been
devoted to the works I indicated. I do not
think the money should be frittered away in
small things all over the country, for that
would be unproductive and unsatisfactory. I
know there is a tendency when we have an
increasing revenue, for claims to be put in
from Ll1 quarters of the colony for works of
one kind or another, more or less useful and
helpful. It will be remembered that not many
years ago some money was borrowed for
certain works which should have been con-
structed out of revenue-a course we should
deprecate at the present time. The surplus
revenue of the colony should be employed so
as to give the greatest possible good to the
community at large. We all admitthat means
of communication are about the best way pos-
sible of employing any funds we may have.
We manifest that in the willingness with which
we borrow money to construct railways.
If the surplus monies to-day were employed
for thatpurpose, no one would object to it at
the present time. The stress and the strain
on individuals may be more or less great, but

Ithey are not so great asi to cause a cry out for
the reduction of taxation. I should be per-
fectly satisfied to construct public works
out of current revenue, rather than go into the
market to borrow money for the purpose; but
I need not go folly into that question now,
though hon. members cane see how advantage-
oe it would be, if we could do that instead of
distressing the people. I am very glad the
Government have seen their way clear to in-
troduce the question of reducing taxation;
and I hope also to see a certain proportion of
revenue put to useful, adl hope reproductive
works. I dhare say there is a difference of
opinion as to the items which form the Sche-
dule to this Bill. Some will think perhaps we
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ought not to have gone so far, whilst others
will think we ought to have gone very mchl
f urther. There are items in the Tariff that oire

pressing mnore or less heavily upon all sections
of the community. Some of the items were
enumerated by the Hron. the Premier, who said,
they were articles ,of general consumoptiona, Or
things we could not prodluce in the colony
and therefore those redactions would be a re-
lief of the burden now pressing upon the
people. No douht hut there has been an agi-
tation to a limited extent for reduction, say on
sugar and tea, but I think there is a general
feeling previling that the Government need
not have gone quite so far. - Possibly two
pounds a ton taken off sugar, and twopence
a pound off tea would have been suffi-
cient, 'There is a feeling, too, that if the
Schedule had been enlarged by the addition of
other items, it would have met with public
approval; with much more public approval
than han met the present Schedule. I think
there are other items upon which we could
very well afford to reduce the revenute. In
this Bill it is proposed that the duty on par-
ticular items shonld be repealed altogether.
I think that is a simple and, perhaps a better
way, than interfering with percentage duties
upon certain articles. There aire three iteme
which go to mnake tip a very large proportion
of the suim to be reumitted, namely : oil, sugar
and tea. These are articles of very general
Consumption in every family, and I hopo they
will feel the lightening of the burden. Kero-
sene alsO is an item that is not only used by
honseholders, but is in general use through-
out the colony, and is largely used in conne-
tion with machinery ; the opinion has been
expressed that it will help to lighten the
burdens of machinists, as well as of the bread
winners in large families. I am quite sure the
reductions on sugar and tea will be received
with atgrimt deal of pleasure by all classes or
the commnnity,and not simply by tbosewho are
called the working classes, but by those who
move in a hiigher position in Society, and who
have perhaps as m tuch difficulty in this respect
as the man who works at the forge, or bench,
or who tollows the plough. [Hon, members will
observe that I bave given notice of a very
considerable addition to the items that form
this Schedule. Upon some of these there will
hie sno doubt e general concensus of opinion,
whilst on others I expect there will be opposi-
tion. I had included another item in my list,
bunt I found the hon. member for Bev erley had

already expressed his intention of moving
in the same direction, namely, to place jalvan-
ised iron on the free list. That is a very
important item, and I think with him it should
be placed on the free list because it will tend
to reduce the cost of buildings and to that
extent will reduce the cost of rent, Galvan-
ized iron is used in many ways, and I be-
lieve it will be of very great assistance to cer-
tain industries in the colony. I should like to
see many other items on the free list. Bran
and pollard for instance we cannot produce
these articles saifficiently within the colony to
meet the demand; and yet upon these items
there is an excessive duty. We knew that a
very large number ef people are engaged in
the carrying trade, not only in our cities and
large towns but also in the country districts,
and they need those things for their honses
and cattle and pigs, and so on. We cannot
supply our own demands, and so for the sake
of protecting afew individuals, we are, I may
say, inflicting an injury upon three-fourths of
the population of the colony. I should rather
like to encourage the farmer in some other
way; in the shape of cheap transit, and as is
proposed here, by taking off the ditty from
his bags and o on. With regard to the
importation of bran and pollard, besides the
protective duty, there is the cost of freight
and insurance and other risks.

TIHE Pagmsix : It is much more costly by
rail than by steamer.

Ma. RANDIELL: You see the farmners have
a large market in other directions. We shotild
not lose sight of the fact, that there is now a
very large market in the interior, which will
take nearly ELU the supplies that the fanner
can raise.

MR. MORAN: Yes and five times as much
more.

Mut. RANDELL: The liability to damage of
bran and pollard, and hay and chaff, and the
expense of transit, is sufficient protection. 1
think we have no ri*ghtto go on protecting the
farmers in regard to articles which are of such
common consumption in our large censtres of
population, our towns, and also the variousgold-
fields throughout the colony. Wesboulcl also
include oats, because we cannot grow these in
the colony to any great extent, and yet the
duty levelled upon oats is a very large item.
The amount collected in 1893-1 have not the
Collector's report for this year-but in that
year it amounted to .£3,597 9s. 7d. Wheni we
conisider that this cereal is not grown in this
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colony to any large extent, I think it time
we should consider this duty which is four-
pence per bushel, and endeavor to take it off.
There is a very large number of carriers, and
they are increasing in number owing to our
increasing trade, and who, in mnany instances
have great difficulty in paying their way,
and have to struggle and labor bard to get
a living.

Tmu PREMIER: Oats are only about two shil-
lings and twopence a. bushel now.

MRt. BARBELL: I think the duty should
come down because the colony is not suited to
grow oats; they are generally imported from
Tastmnia and New Zealand

Tim CoxutsroNEn or Cnownq LANDS -.
have bought them at Is. l0d., a bushel.

MR. RANDELL: I do not intend to oppose
the duty on Blour, for I consider the present
price of ifour presses upon no one, At the
sane time it does seem to mne to be entirely
wrong to put duty on bread stuffs; and it
certainly is no credit to us, as a&producing
country, that we have tb protect ourselves
against outside people, who have to send their
goods over a, thousand miles to reach us. The
tar upon cattle and sheep which axe brought
hither for slaughter is, I think, a most aggra-
vating one; and does not confer any benefit
upon the squatter or the producer, while it
certainly causes friction. That may arise to a
very considerable extent from the fact that
meat is so dear at the present. The hon. the
Premier said he could remember that when he
wassyoungumeat was sixpence apound. I do not
think that any of us would grumble if meat
were only fivepence or sixpence a pound. but
when it goes beyond that, well it Ipeco mes the
last straw. I do not intend to labour this
question, though there are as many arguments
on this side as on the other why this tax
should be abolished-

Mla. A. Foaast:. And why it should be
retained too.

Ma, BARBELL:z I find there is a very
general expression of opinion on one subject
outside this House, as well as here, and that is
that the duty on boots and shoes should be con-
siderably reduced, if not removed altogethser.
Boots and shoes other than those on the 10
per cent. schedule, and those on the 15 per
cent. schedule, yielded in 1893, (and the
duty in 1893 was considerably under that of
1894-6) £3,782. 1 do not intend to in-
clude these in my list, but I do think they
might be reduced to 6 per cent, duty. Then

too, for butter we collected in 1893 the sum
of £7,141. 1 think the duty is twopence
a pound, which might very well be
reduced to a penny a pound. Then
there are other things such as bacon
and hams, things that are regarded by some
as luxuries, and by many as necessaries of
life. I find we collected from these in 1893
the sum of £4,300. I have mentioned in my
list baking powder, because it cannot be pro-
duced in the colony.

ElON. bisoRs: .yes, yes, it can.
MAs. BARBELL: Well I suppose the duty

is put on for the purpose of protection, and it
yielded .£32 16s. 3d. I may just remark here, I
was vory pleased to hear the bon. ;member for
the Swan say it was desirable to get as near
as possible to freetrade principles. I am in
very hearty accord with that sentiment. Tosin
certainly opposed to anything more than
20 per cent, duties. I think that is a
duty high enough for anybody, and ought to
help the manufactures in the town of this
colony. My idua is the Tariff should be for
revenue purposes and not for protection.
I may any here, I have changed my opinions on
thissubject.L Perhapahon. mnembers will remnem-
her that I have in my place here advocated
protection to a limited extentI, but I have now
been converted. I went t o Melbourne some
years ago, and when I saw along the river,
and along the wharves, those splendid work-
shops and manufacteries, I came to the con-
clusion-perhaps not upon very good pre-
misses-that protection wasj a very good thing.
My second visit to Melbourne, however, dis-
abused my mind of that. idea to a very
considerable extent. T do think that interests
which are established among us should have
reasonable expectation of establishing themt-
selves, but if we can find some other way than
the Custom House of helping them then we
should adopt it. I do not intend to go into
the other items I have snnmed, but hon. mem-
bers will find, if they look at them, that I
intend them to serve a useful purpose
by assisting industries of various kinds;
not even forgetting mining, forl have included
quicksilver as well as tinned meats. 1 am
hoping that on allI the items I have proposed
for the schedule I shall have the support of a
majority of hon. members. I believe there caun
be no justification for continuing the duties
upon tinned ineats and articles of that kind,
which are in use al over the colony, in houses
as well as in survey camps.

[ASSEMBLY.] Customs Duties Bill.
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THEI PREMIEa: See what you are knocking
off the revenue.

MR. RANDELL; I have mentioned paints
and colors and varnish. I think these should
come in free, s being absolutely necessary in
trade. The same applies to articles necessary
for the manufacture of furniture. I think we
may render assistance in this way without
sacrificing the principle of having a Tariff for
revenue purposes. I would again express my
satisfaction that the Government have brought
this matter forward-for I am sure it will be
generally accepted all over the colony-and I
only hope that the schedule will he very
materially enlarged.

Ma.CONNOR: I will not detain the House
very long on this subject. I oa very proud to
know the hon. the leader of the Opposition has
come across, not to the Government side, but
to the fact, that it is necessary, as far as pos-
sible, to have a freetrade policy in this colony.
There are two or three items I should like to
refer to. before I leave the matter to the abler
and more experienced members of the House,
who will probably go into the details of the
various items. There is one itemn, however,
that has, been omitted from this schedule, and
that is mining machinery.

HoN Mnns: No. no.
Ma. CONNOR: Hon. members on the other

side say " No no." It is very difficult to under.
stand what hon. members mean. It seems
their whole and sole object in life is to turn
the Government out whether they have good
reason or not.

AN HON. MEMBER: What has that to do
with machinery.

MR. CONNOR; 1 san talking about mac hin-
ery.' Now Sir, if we have all these taxes taken
off ; it will suit some hon. members on both
sides of this House; but what I advocate in my
own humble wray, and which I am honest in
doing, whilst [ do not know whether all hon.
members are honest in the action they
take-

THE SPEAKER: That is a very improper
expression for the hon. member to make.

MR. CONNOR: I withdraw the expression,
and am sorry for any-thing improper that I
have said. The hon. the Premier was speak-
ing of the time this should come into opera-
tion, and of the notice to merchants. I think
it is necessary some regulations should he
framed which would give facilities to the
merchants and importers in this colony for
securing drawbacks. If that were done there

would not be much need for any lengthy
notice to be given of the coming into operation
of this Bill. This is a point that I think may
h bave been overlooked, and I hope the Govern.
meat will take it into consideration, and mnake
some regulation by which merchants will be
able, when exporting goods upon which duty

Ihas been paid, to obtain a drawback. If that
principle were in existence at the present time
it would obviate the difficulty of giving
notice to holders of large stocks Ithat a new
Tariff Act was coming into operation. l am
glad to see the leader of the Opposition has
come across. I hope ho will be consistent and
continue to advocate what he has advocated
this evening.

MR. JAMES: I should not like it to go for-
ward to the people of this country, or those
who are beyond this country, that we have
here a Freetrade Government and a 1'reetrade
Opposition, or that the whole of the members
of this House, or nearly all of them, believe in
the principles of Freetrade, and that they are
Freetraders. At themsme time I have only to
express my own opinion. Mr. Speaker, in favor
of Protection, and I am proud that T1am a Pro-
tect-ionist,-one in favor of doing all we pos-
sibly can to foster and promote every class of
native industry, ad in favor of doing all 1
can towards the successful establishment of
industries to do the work that is now done
outside the colony, or as much of it aa pos-
sible. No doubt many members fancy them.
selves as really belonging to the Manchester
School of politicians, who are generally those
who bow down to the fetish laws of supply de-
mand. Those who follow that out here seem
wo altogether forget the different circum-
stances which exist, and how different it is in
the cae of a manufacturing country like
England, where the manufacturers must look
to foreign markets to dispose of their goods,
to what the cae is in a country like this,
where the consumption is greater than the de-
mnd. and is likely to he so for some time to
come. References have been made to Vic-
toria. We know that heavy trouble has fallen
upon that colony, but she is still able to hold
her head up through it all, and what is more,
she is still able to keep employed many people
in her manufacturing interests. For such a
small country it is a great deal to say, and
she undoubtedly owes it to these much des-
pised principles of Protection. It is to the
policy of Protection that Victoria owes the fact
that many people have been kept constantly
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at work when, without protection, these people
would have been without employment. I
sincerely hope that in this colony we are not
going to have Freetrade. I san sure we are
not. At the same tine I am very sorry to
find the Premier allowing himself to be mis-
lead on this subject boy such an avowed sup.-
porter of Preetrade as the Attorney-General-
I have no doubt that the latter gentle-
man has consistently brooght under the
notice of the Premnier those wonderful
tracts of the C.obidenites, which are scat-
tered about after every English mil, Of
course if we were in the position i the gentle-
men who put forward these Cobden tiracts we
would want to do what they are doing. What
we want to encourage here now is the estab-
lishment of industries for the employment of
labor and capital, upon which we may fall
bak at the proper time. To do this we want
a&reasonable mneasure of Protection. I am
amused with the position taken up by the
farmners in this matter. Surely there is
nothing so heavily protected as thefarming in-
dustry, and therefore I say the least they can
do is to give us their ussistance towards
obtaining some portion of the protection they
themselves enjoy.

Au How. Mnwiu: 'Ihey will do this.
Ma. JAMES: Iami very glad to hear it. I

was very much surprised to hear the repre-
sentative of the City constituency declare that
hec was for Freetrade, and that fanning mem-
bers were also. I can, of course, only judge of
people by what they say. There is a danger
always at at time like this of taking too much
off the duty list. No doubt the Government
in this instance is anxious to take off as much
as possible, but, as T said before, there is a
danger of going too far. What I object to-in
these matters is that the Government comes
down with certain proposals which are to mean
certain reductions, but before the muatter is
disposed of you find the reductions mre
double what they were at first expected to bo.
So far as the present proposals are concerned,
I cannot help saying that I do believe they
will give reductions in taxation in favor of
one industry more than any other. I refer to
the industries which use bas and sacks, which
use wire netting, which use steel fencing
wire, and which use other articles forming
quite a good portion of this Schedule. I do
not say what is proposed to be done is wrong.
I don't accuse anyone of any wrong doing,
don't wax wroth at once over what I say, but

please let the farmer remember that if, on the
other hand, wo in the cities ask for a reduc-
tion in the duty on raw material necessary in
our manufactures, we are only asking a fatir
quid pro quo.

Tanz Pannunt (Ron. Sir J. Forrest)- 'The
duties on all the articles you have mentioned
do not come tt. £92,000 a year

Ma. JAM ES: That does not matter. The
Hon. the Premier will recollect that when the
question of the Stock Tax was brought forward
the amount of the tax collected was not very
great. and ho then said that the figures did not
affect the principles, and if that was the case
then it is stillI so now. However, Mr. Speaker,
I should like to see provision made in this
Schedule to have raw material which is to
be used in manufactures, and worked
up in this country, admitted free of duty. I
wvant certain other additions made when the
timte comes, andlI believe the mining members
of the House will support me. I am sure th ey
will support me in any endeavor to give
moderate Protection to any industry which is
deserving of encouragement. After the praise,
laud ation and applause awarded by the hon.
moember for Yilgarn to thbe speech of the leader
of the Opposition-I am sure I can rank him
among those who will favor reasonable Pro-
tection and encouragement to native indus-
tries and local manufactures.

Ma. MORAN : I only wish to say Mir.
Speaker, that T will support thp Bill now
brought before this House, and at the same
time I intend to give the leader of the Opposi-
tion my entire support on the motion of
which ha has given notice. I will give him

my fullest support in any endeavor to reduce
the taxation on any of the articles he, has
mentioned. I was rather struck this evening
with the policy put forward by My youthful
and learned friend, the member for West
Forth. I nam happy to say that wo agree on
most things. We agree when he is mcaking
this chamber ring with his eloquent utter-
ances on the question of Australian Federa-
tion, hut to find him declaring himself an
ardent Federatlonist, while in almost the same
breath he declares himself a champion of Pro-
tection, does astonish me. The hon. memiber
for West Perth.-

AN RON. MEisEB: You must mean East
Perth.

M u- M ORAN :Certainly. It is My mlistake0.
The bon. member for West Perth, is of course
busily engaged in trying to overthrow the
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Pope's letter, and that being so we can let him
go by. However, the hon. member for East
Perth said that although the colony of
Victoria had been badly straightened
out, she had managed to hold her head up
through all, and that it was simply because
other policy of Protection. 'l'he hon. member is
wrong. Victoria has been able to hold her
head up, not because she is a Protectionist
Colony, but because she and her people are
over foremost in enterprise of alt kinds. It is by
enterprise, and enterprise only, that Victoria
has been enabled to hold liar own, and Vic-
toria mnd Victorians have alwftys been able to
do so wall. 'Why, Q~teenslsnd, and the far
northi tnore especially, was populated by the
people, and developed by thecapitalof Victoria,
and even to-day Western Australia is to a
great extent benefiting by this spirit of en-
terprise on the part of the Enstern colony, It
is the free American spirit of enterprise in all
quarters that is her great feature. As for
the1 policy Of Protection helping Victoria, it is
just the -reverse, That this is so can be seen by
a glance at the shipping returns, when you will
fiid the shipping of New South Wales for last
year was double that of Victoria. I was in-
formed by one of the representatives of a lead-
ing Company that all the leading offices are
being removed from Melbourne to Sydney in
consequence of Victoria's Protective policy.

Mr. LcA.n: I rise to a point of order. Is
the hon. memuber speaking to matters in the
Bill.

Tag SPEAKER: He is advocating the prin-
ciples of Preetrade and merely giving his ex.-
perience on the working of the Tariff in
another colony.

Mn. MORAN (to Mr. Lemke).: You had better
go out and get a cup of coffee. So far as the
Bill is concerned, Mr. Speaker, it appears to
me that we must to a certain extent tax the
people of this country in order that there
should be no check upon its development.
However, there is on's form of revenue raising
which has not been referred to by the Premier,
which t think should he kept before this House.
Lf the country is in want of an inerease of re-
venue-Wfit wants money to carry on the work
of development wherever development may be
necessary-let him turn his eyes in the direc.-
tion of the hundreds of thousands of acres of
valuable land lying idle along our Eastern
Railways. If revenue is wantedand if we want
this country developed, let him compel the
owners of these vast estates to work their

lands. The proper way for the Government
to get a revenue is by a reort to a Land Tax.
[Mr. Gronon:t Hear, hear.J Believe me I will
try hard for it. There are of course some who
work their lands in a proper form, and employ
the necessary amount of labor. Where a
large number of people are employed there is
wealth to the people and revdnue to the State.
Not only along the Bleverley line but along the
Eastern lines generally, it is an eyesore to
those who take an interest in the country Wo

ifind large portions of the best land lying idle,
and not producing any revenue, or good to the
colony. I would reduce general taxation and
I would heavily tax this land. I would tax it
until the owners were compelled to cultivate
it. One must not prophecy, for in truth there
are toe many false prophets already in L.is
country, but I will venture a prediction that
one of the greatest questions at the next
generil. election will he the question of land
taxation, and you will find that the result of
that will be that those people who hold land
will either have to cultivate it themselves or
cut itL up and let it go into the hands of those
people who will. Of the Stock Tax there is
hardly need to say mutch. To sUgg~st its re-
moval is to provoke the opposition of the
hen. niewLber for West Kimnberley. but ivhat
I do want to see, and what he ought to give
uts if be holds such a. strong position sn he pre-
tend*, are some figures. Let him quote Rowe
figures.

Mix. OoNwoa&: He has done so often.
Ma. MORAN; I have not heard him do so

at any rate, neither has the hon. member for
East Kimberley, nor has any member of
this House. What is happening here is just

Iin order to satisfy one or two stock rais~ers.
Our working men are being underpaid. Rela-
tively, they are paid worse than anywhere else,
and the price okf living is the very highest.
The Stock Tax actually runs as high as 100
per cent. compared with the price at which
good bullocks can be bought in the Eastein

Colonies.
Mu. A. FORRESsT: HOW do YOU Make that

out.
M& MORAN : 'The other day 600 head of

cattle were sold in Queensland at 30s. per
head. If my word is doubted I can give day
and date of the transaction. Besides that,
look at the &sll price ruling in the markets
elsewhere.

Mu. A. Eoaxsr [ doubt it.
Max.MORAlS: Trhe man who was in charge
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of this stock and sold it at the price I have
mentioned, is at present in Perth.

Ma. A. FORREST: Why didn't he bring thea
cattle here.

Mu. MORAN : For the simple reason that you
will not let him, just to protect a few raise's
of cattle who happen to be in thin colony.
I hope the leader of the Opposition will carry
the whole of the list he is to propose when the
proper time comes.

AMl A. Fonnusr:- Oh, he won't 1
Mn. MORAN -,The hen. inember, I be-

lieve, is anxious to see the whole of the people
of this colony become vegeterians. The hon.
member for thbe Swan, and the leader of the
Opposition in speaking on this subject, have
both Said that we should go as nearly to Free-
trade as it will be possible. At the Same. time,
while I agree with that, we know that no busi-
ness can be -run without money, neither can a,
Government proceed without revenue. I am
no advocate of carrying any principle to the
extent of running a colony into bankruptcy,
and although I am an advocate of Freetrade, I
think we can claim amongst those who are
ranked under that principle, members who
have an equal grasp on questions of finance
with any other section of the House. For my-
self, I hope it will not be long before we have
also an Income Tar in Western Australia f or
the purpose of revenue.

HoN. M~aa: There will be no one to pay
it.

Ma. KORAN: -Then if that be the case there
will be no one hurt by it-no one will feel it.
I earnestly hope that the hen, member for
West Perth, who is also the representative of
one of our greatest consuming populations,
will give the leader of the Oppoiftion his sup-
port in some of the matters proposed to be in-
cluded in the list. I have a vivid recollection
of listening to the entrancing accents of that
gentleman in dealing with the land question,
when he was on the hustings. We never hear
anything from the hon. member on the subject
now. I am afraid he haa fallen to sleep in the
arms of Jacob, or rather of the hon. member
for West Kimberley.

Ma. A. FonaESr : I rise to a point of order.
The hon. member says I advocated a. land tax..
I did nothing of the sort.

MR. MORAY: I never said you did. I said
the hon. member for West Perth had fallen
asleep in the arms of the hon. member for
West Kimberley on the land question. I wish
hon. members would have the comsmon sense

to listen to what is being said, As I
said beore, Mr. Speaker, I intend
to give my strong support to this motion of
the leader the Opposition, and I sincerely hope
he will carry some, at least, of the amend-
ments he hopes to make in the Tariff, If he
cannot carry all, and I do not think he will,
I1 hope he will carry some. More particularly
do I hope that one will bg, carried which has
reference to tinned meats. Every man on the
goldfields consumes on an average 2lbs. of
meat per dlay, and it would be a great benefit
to the working classes if the duty on this
necessary article of food was taken off. 'The
duty is proposed to be taken off tea, hut a
miner will not use a pound of that in a fort-
night, while ho uses about 2lbs. of mecat at day.
I believe the most of the members of the
Opposition will support this part of the pro-
posals of the leader of the Opposition, and they
should also receive support from the Govern-
ment side of the House as %well. I trust the
representatives of the centres of population
will not be behind hand in any movement to
cheapen the cost of living, and that even
among these will be found the hon. member
for East Perth.

MR. GEORGE : Mr. Speaker-I only intend
to offer a few remiarks on this Bill at the pre-
sent juncture, and rise more particularly with
the object of referring to the remarks which
fell from the bon. member for East Kim-
berley on the question of drawbacks. I would
also refer to the remark made by the hon. the
Premier with regard to the stocks held in hand
in tlnscountry. We are told that large stacks
are not held here, and if that be so, then a
drawback could not be of the account to aser-
chants and importers it was represented to be
by the hon. member for East Kimber-
lcy. Hnw ever, whether that be so or not, I
wish to express the most earnest hope that
such an inqiuiteus thing as the drawback
system will not be introduced into Western
Australia. Possibly the work " iaiquitous" is
is a rather strong term to use, but it only ex-
presses the truth. If there is anything that has
created comparatively great loss to our sister
colony, Victoria, it is this infernal thing-the
drawback. During last year a large quantity
of raining machinery was imported into this
Colony in order to be realised, and the facts
I am going to mention to show what an
iniquitous thing this drawback is, are well
within the knowledge of the hon. member who
first referred to this matter.
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MRs CeONNon: Who are you referring to.
Mn. GEORGE: I am not referring to

you.
Ma. CONNuOR- YOU must be wrong You

msnot not try to connect mec with anything
iniquitous. I desire the protection of the
chair.

Mn: GEORGE,. I hadno intention of accus-
ing you of anything.

MR. CONNiOR: I do not wish to be in a pea-
tion to be accused.

Ma. GEORGE:- I am positive that was I
said wats that it would be impossible to induce
the hon. muember to be connected with any-
thing iniquitous.

Ma. Costuon: [ hardly know what you
Mean.

THE: SPEAKER: Time hon. member in speak-
ing did not impute anything you did as being
iniquitous.

Mu. GEtOREtGI' After the explanation of
the Hon. the Speaker perhaps I need not apol-
ogise. However, ats I said before, the instance
I am about to relate to the House is within
the knowledge of the hon. member who is
debirous of seeing this iniquitous systunm of
dLrawback introduced here. A large quantity
of mining moachinery Was brought
here for the purpose of sale, brought
here within the lust twelve mnonths. At the
first blush the person who had this muachinery,
confessed to him oneo day in thas sale- yards that
where he made the greatest profit wits not by
its side, but in obtaining a large amount trom
the Victerian Government, in the shape of
drawback. On one lar-ge boiler he had actually
received .£110 in this way, and had then sold
the boiler to the WVest Australiun Government
for £150. As a matter of fact the owner of
this boiler, after receiving the drawback I
have mentioned could hare sold the boiler for
only £10, and then done well out of the
transaction. [ know myself that so far as the
drawback on mining mac hinery in Victoria is
concerned, it is quite possible for machinery to
be in use eighteen mnonths or two years, and
then sent out of the colony nder a drawback.
which is sometimes so large as to be uWore than
what the machinery is actually worth.
I therefore most sincerely hope there will tbe
no attempt to introduce the dra wback system
into this colony. No reason exists fur its
introduction, excepting that it maty be used for
the purposes of fraud. I amn sure if the Pre-
mier will enquire into this point he will fled
plenty of evidence to support may views. Several

prosecutions have had to be instituted in
Victoria for frauds perpetrated uinder this
drawback system. The ben. member for East
Kimberley had expressed a desire to see
mining machinery introduced free.

MRt. CONiNORx. That won't suit you.
Mu. GEORtGE . I do not care if it does come

in free, just new.

Mu. CoNsi o: Oh, it will come in free right
enough.

Mn. GEORGE: We cannot make this ma&-
chinery here just yet, but moy firm wiUl be able
to do so in six months, and then t will come to
the House and I'ask for protection.

145. CONNORa: YOU won't get it.
MR. GEORGE : I will try for it, and I hope

I will get it. At any rate I will ask for it
without losing my temper like some hon.
members are doing. I wimt to employ people
in this trade and when I can wake this
machinery I will ask the hon. member himself
to support me in procuring a fair mleasu~re of
Protection.

Ma. Corssoa : But you won't get it.
Ma. GEORGE:- Well, I will ask For it.

We do not always get what we ask for, or
what we ought to get. The Bill to my mind
might easily include some things it does not,
but these can be brought forward at aL latter
stage. I only rose to speak with regard to the
drawback question, and I again wish to ex-
press the sincere hope that we shall never have
an attempt to place such a thoroughly
iniquitous law on the Statute Book of this
colony.

Mnl. SOLOMON: I would like to say a few
words on the subject, Mr. Speaker. In my
opinion the Government are to becongratalated
on taking the first step in the direction of
tariff reform. I hope to see f arther reductions
as we proceed. En any event I think that in
the list presented to this House we could very
well have bad some items left out, in order to
put in other items which would be of far more
benefit to the general ecuimunity. The list is
not a l arge one, but in spite of this some terms
might have given. place to others. For in-
stance, there is the item "cocoa and cocoolate."
That is an article which cai ot possibly be
said to be in general use, but the amount of
duty collected, £667. would have been well
taken oif some other article. Soda, crystals,
the duty of whichis twoshillings percwt.,is one
of items in the Tariff which I think might very
well be reduced. It isan article in general use,
and it will Le found that it is largely used by
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many women who have to gain their lvelihoodi
at the washtub. In this manner, I believe, a
large quantity is consumed. I trust the present
movement on the part of the Government is ii
preliminary attempt to reduce the burdens of
taxation on the people to;a minimum. Galvan-
ized iron is another item, the duty on which
can very well be reduced as has been properly
stated by the bon. member for Perth. Will,
regard to the Stock Tax I think everyone must
know there is a fooling abroad that this tax i i
a very iniquitous one. It is a tax felt by
everyone. There are some of these items such
ms sugar and tea, the duty upon which vi it
not be felt nearly so much as *the duty upon
meat. Take a household of five or six
peopie. and it will be found in all cases that
the article of food most in general consump-
tion is meat. People cannot get along without
meat, and they feel the duty miore than they
do the duty on tea and sugar. I
am therefore forced to the conclusion
that this is one of the items where the
Government might have prodided for some
reduction by leaving other items in. A re-
duction in this direction would not only be
fair, hut it would be generally acceptable to the
people. The pr-oducer of meat, more than any
other person in the community, reaps a benefit
from the list of redactions brought before the
House. Tn some of the items he reaps a very
great benefit, such as wire netting, sheep dip,
wool bales, bagging, besides which lie is a
large consumer of tea and sugar, the two
articles mainly to be reduced. If these stock
growers were to give way it would be looked
upon and appreciated by the general public,
and I feel sure the House would be perfectly
willing to meet that class by the reduction of
the duty on other items only used by them. 1,
for oae, would be very glad to assist the stock
growers if they did this. I do not think it
necessary to labor the question at this stage.
What the Government are doing is really a
step in the right direction, and I give the
Government every credit for introducing the
mensure, in order to make at least one stride
forward towards progress and the lessening of
tne burdens of taxation on the people.

At 6.30 p.m. the House adjourned for an
hour.

At 7.30 p.m. the House resumed.
MR. A. FORREST: In rising to support the

second reading of the Bill now before the
Homse, I do so with a great deal of plea
sure. I am glad to find the Government do

intend to reduce taxation on those articles
which we cannot produce in the country; but
I mest ask hon. members to pause before they
propose reductions on a mnber of articles
which can be produced in the country, and
which will be produced more largely in a few
years than they are at present. The hon.
member for Perth (Mr. adell) wants this
House to roduce taxation on flour and oats,
which are articles that can be producad here;
but I would like to know what good a reduc-
tion of 10s. a ton on flour Would do in loweriug
the price to retail consumersF The hon. mere-
her also wants ioductions of duty on oats, chaff,
butter and other necessaries of life which can
be produced in the country, but I hope the
hon. member will not be able to carry those
reductions, becuse we could ill afford to lose
the coronas now received on these importa-
tions. If the hon. member desired to go in

for a Freetrade policy, there would be some-
thing in his contention, but if he intends to-
go in for a Tariff that shaill be one-half Protec-
tive and the other half Freetrade, his policy
wouldbe adanagerous onetoinititite. Since 893
we have tried all in our power to protect the
interests of the producers in the colony, and I
regret to say they do not produce too much at
present. I hope that, when the time comes for
us to consider the bon. member's proposals in
committee, he will be found in a minority.
The hon. member for Yilgarn, to whom I wish
particularly to refer, says he will support the
proposals of the hon. member for Perth, in
taking the duty off everything; yet in the
sambreath he asks for more railways and
tealegraphs all over his district-he asks for a
large water supply, he asks for the minor's
rights to be reduced in cost to almost nothing,
and he asks for many other forms of expendi-
tore in the iaterestsof the miners. We all
welcome the miners to this country, but those
people who are settled in other portions of the
colony, having made their homes here penmaan-
ently, cannot afford, as a fiscal principle, in
the present juncture of affairs, to give every-
thing to the miners and get nothing back. I
do not think the miners ask fur any such
thing. What they want is easy and cheap,
communication, and a water supply all over
the goldfields; but if we take away the
revenue derived from all the articles which
miners use, the Government way justly say,
' We are not in a position to incur large ex-
penditure for these works and facilities on
goldfields, becaime you are taking away the
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sources of revenue to which we look for re-
couping the outlay." The hon. member for
Yilgara also used some strong language
about the low price of cattle in the
Eastern Coloniest, and the high prim
charged here. I do hope that,. when
members get up, they will speak on
subjects that they really understand. Thei hon.
member hast said that cattle can be bought for
30s. a head in Queensland, and that they
ought to be imported hero cheaply. As far net
1 am aware, the cattle imported hero in a con-
dition fit for sale cannot be bought for any
such price. If it were so, this market is open,
without restrictions on trade and commerce;
therefore, if bon. members were disposed to
listen seriously to those statements, which I
mrn sure they are not, they must see that there
is no reason wily this market should not be
flooded with cattle imported at 30s. a head.
1 nay say r am prepared myself, to supply
the very best class of meat delivered at Derby,
for shipment to the centres Of Population, at
three-halfpience a pound, in any quanttity;
therefore where does the increased cost come
in, if we can supply meat at this price in
our Northern ports ? The increased cost is
caused by freights, insurance, agency charges,
and the profits to butchers. As tocommission,
that amount is very small. Then, as a result
of this state of things, we dto not find that
the conimission agents grow rich, or that
the butchers growr rich, or that the
graziers grow rich. Where, then, is the
great hardlship that is imposed on the con-
sumers by the high price of meatP The price
is high, but I say we cannot avoid it in pret-
sent circumstances. I say~also, that the Stock
Tlait will not affect the price to a greateir
extent than three-eighths of a penny in the
pound. This duty is not more aggravating to
the consumeris o~f meat, than is the duty on
oats, chaff, and flour to those people in the
North who have to pay it on what they inm-
port. I say the colony is not in a position to
go in for a Freetrade policy. If we want to
injLue one closs; of the community by treating
them differently from the rest of the popula-
tion, then I ay make this a Freetrade colony,
in which ease we should havo no taxes
on imported articles, and we should not he
able to construct public works, Look ait the
wages paid at present-the hon. member for
Perth knows the amounts that are paid in
various employments-I say we could not
afford to pay these wvages if the cost of living

wore cheaper, for it is a universal rule that
where wages are low the cost of living is also
low. The hon. member for Yilgarn, who came
to this country about a year ago, sucks the
honey from the people hete. Het is not a
worker, or a producer. Where his he ever
done say work in this colony ? Hie
has been travelling about, and having beecn
fortunate enough to obtain a setat in this
House. he now wants to upset aill the instita-
tionsof the country into which hie has so attoly
come. He says the country is gasping for -a
land tax. Well, I think the people who have
to depend tin the land could not hear- it tax,
and that the effect of a land tax would be to
drive people off the laud. But the lion. meatm-
bar for Yiigarn, who knows nothing about this
country, except the mining distr icta in which
he has been travelling, tells us that Queens-
land heas put a tax on land, and therefore this
colony should do soi. I say, let the hon. macsa
ber go back to Queensland, if he likes it so
touch better, and let him get on a platlorn,
there, and address his opinions to an assembly
of people who know as, much its he does. Fle
seems to think he can come to this country
and tarn it upside down just to suit his own
ends, and to please some of those people, not
those who he represents, b~ut Who hie thinks
he represents. The hen. mein her is very ready
in Speaking, sand yet he says hon. members
will not listen to him. I do not wonder at
that. I often see a smile even on the face of
the Hon. the Speaker, when the memnber for
Yilgarn is addressing the Houso. I must say
that we who have lived in this country all our
lifetime are not going to hie dictated to by the
hon. memder for Yilgarn, when ho talks the
greatest rubbish ob',ut duties, and Stock lax,
.and other things. The hon. member, if he
wa~nts to be listened to in this House, should
confine his remarks to the goldfields, about
which he perhaps knows a little. I mnay, inform
the House that the reason why butchers' meat
is so high in price is that there is no good
grazing land near Perth and Fremantec, as the
chief consuting centres; and when the stockc
reachies this district from, K~imuberley and other
Northern parts, the animls are literally
starved and in a reduced condition, so that the
loss of weight in the cattle, between the time
they are sold and the timnethey are retailed
for consumption, together with the expenses,
will account for the butchers putt-ingi on the
price. If the Goverumeat would lay down
pAMAIstue by clearing Crown landand so wing
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it with couch grass, in localities convenient to
to the centres of population, you might then
have ineat soid at 2d a pound. But we know
that tho country near Perth and Fremantle is
sandy, and that there are no extensive pad-
docks for keeping fat stock in condition. As I
said, in speaking on the Address-in-Reply, the
Stock 'lax may give some benefit to the gra-
ziers in our Northern districts, and the
butchers may get a little; but I1 can, if uneces-
sary, produce the hooks of one of
the largest stock graziers in the colony,
showing the transactions for twelve months,
to prove that the growers of moat are not
niaking the large profits which some people
suppose they are getting through the Stock
Tax.

Mut. ILLXNGWORTH1 A gentleman said
to we, in the recess, that wvhether a redis-
tribution of seats is required in the country or
not, he was of opinion there ought to be a re-
distribution of seats in this House. I am
somewhat of that opinion, if the character of
this debate is to indicate the position of hion.
members in the House. I would like hion.
members to bear in mind that on questions
which affect revenue, it is usual for members
in all pants of the House to have an absolutely
free hand; consequently ifIt appear to he
somewhat inconsistent to, or adverse to,
lion, members who sit on my side of the
House, I hope that fact will be borne
in mind. Fiirst of all, I cannot commend
the wisdom of the Government in bringing
in the Bill at all. 1 do think
thabt, in this stage of the colony's de-
velopment-and this point has been ably
brought out by the hon. member for Fre-
mantle--when there is so much to do,
and when there are calls from a]] parts
of the country for the expenditure of money,
the construction of these works will do more
to develop "ad help the people than any re-
mission of taxation such as the Government
propose; therefore I am surprised that the
Government should have taken on themselves
to bring in this Bill at nll. What does it pro-

pose to do ? Reduce taxation on a few items
of imports, to the extent of something like
£60,000. That sum would be sufficient to pay
interest on a6 loan Of over a. million ; and yet
with no end of work that requires to be done
in the country, with calls from all parts of it,
and when the Government are going to borrow
more money for public works, they come into
this House and propose to remit taxiation to

the extent of £60,000. Then comes the ques-
tion as to what is the real object of this re-
mission of taxution. It was suggested at the
outset, by the hon. member (Mr. Throssell)
who moved the Address-in-Reply, that this
promised Bill was intended to work upon the
lines of a free breakfast table. Whatt do we
now find? Looking at this proposed remis-
Sion of £6D0000 in Customs duties, we find
that something like £30,000 is to be re-
mitted on five of the itemsa-kerosene oil, sugar,
tea, coffee, and a small amount for molasses-
as for the rest of the proposed remissions,
they nre mostly to assist the Squatters. I am
quite willing to admit that a considerable
amount of difficulty and anxiety exists
amongst those who are engaged in the pas-
toral industry, and I would like something
practical to be done to assist them ; hutI
do not take it that these remissions are calco-
bed to be of any material value to them.

Of course aL certain amount will be saved on
sug.ar-perhiaps not so much for the squatter
as the brewer; and as to the other items, they
will nmake such a sin all difference that one is
reminded of the old saying, ' What are these
among so many P" I would rather have seen
the Government proposing to expend this
amiount of revenue on public Works, than to
.attempt a half-and-half remission of this
kind. If the Government were prepared to
enter into a discussion as to putting the Tariff
on a broader basis, and if they were willing to
deal with it on the principle of a Freetrade or
a Protective policy, I could understand why
they should bring this question before the
House, but this Bill is simply for
remitting the duty off a few items,
and to tinker with the Tariff for two
or three years to come. Hion. members who

are accustomied to the ways of trade will
know there is nothing more disturbing to comn-
merce than frequent alterations in the Otis-
tenms Tariff. If this £50,000 remission is pro-
posed only to satisfy a public cry, it will not
meet tho wants of the workers. I think that
if the members who compose the Ministry
waknted to reach tad benefit the workers, they
would have taken the duty off other neces-
sary articles hesides those proposed in the
Bill. The bread of the people, the meat of the
people, and ether things which come under the
head of necessaries, would have been dealt
with. We inity call tea and sugar necessaries,
if we will, though I rather question it. I
(Je not think that the remission of duties tin
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these articles is going to produce any retun
at all. If, however, we meet deal with remis-
sions of duty, there is one item which ought to
be included in the Bill, and that is tinned
meats-not because it is an item that affects
ininers particularly, but because, in the pre-
sent condition of this country, it is almost the
only kind of food to be got inland. Every-
thing that can be done to encourage the pro-
ducers-and the main producer at present is
the gold digger-ought te be done in this
direction. As far as I know, in the district
t represent, I believe the miners would far
rather see money expended in developing the
country by means of public works, than see it
remitted in the directions proposed in the
Bill. It is my conviction that the miners
would be bettor served, and the best interests
of the country better s,,rved, by the expendli-
ture of this extra money upon absolutely
necessary developments in the country, than
by the merely fanciful remissions which the
Government propose. Then the hon. nmember,
the leader of the Opposition (Mr. Rtandall),
proposes to increase this list alarmingly. I
say " alarmingly, " bosmew, aot I hold, it is
not wise to reduce taxation even by £50,000 ;
therefore what will it be to reduce taxation by
X150,000. I have not gone into the bon.
member's figures, but by the long list of
remissions which he advocated, I think the
amount would be near.£150,000.

MR. RANDELL : No.

Ma. fLLINGWORTH :No. Well, I do ask
this House to consider whether, in this con-
dition of our country's development, when we
mre going forward and there is so much to do-
and the Director of Public Works knows very
well the claims there are for works, especially
inland, that are absolutely necessary to the
lives of the people, sea well as forpnrposes of
development-whelther it is wise to remove
the taxation which falls only lightly on the
great mass of the people, and by doing so
deprive the centres of production of those
works which are necessary at the present time.
I want to make one remark on this taxation
question of Free-trade er-sus Protection. Iamn
glad the hon. member for East Perth had the
courage to get up at that moment, and at
least to intimate that there is one hon.
member who is not afraid to use the
word " Protection. " 1 am afraid that
most of the persons who use the
term "Protection," which they seenm so
fond of, just as the term "Freetrade" is

used by others who are fond of it, do not comn-
plotely understand what is meant by Proitec-
tion. I think the hon. member for East Perth
will agree with me that if it were possible to
go for direct taxation, even the protectionists
in this House would prefer that, rather than
any other kind of protection. If you were
going to raise over half a million of revenue
through the Custom Houme, we contend it
would be wiser, in the interests of the country.
to raise that revenue on those things which
will encourage the productions of tht country,
than to raise it on those things which cannot
be produced here; and sol far as the items in
this Schedule are upon these Uines, I neces-
sarily will give it .sy support, if there is to be
a remission of taxes at all. I will name one
single instance of-what I mean, when I speak
of protected industries. We are Dot manu-
facturers of leather, and yet there is a duty of
15 per cent, on it. When that leather is inm-
ported from other colonies and landed here,
with the necessary expenses added to the
price, the difference between what the loather
can be purchased for in other colonies and the
purchasing price here is about 30 per Gear..,
equal to double the amount of the duty.
Another point I want to touch upon is the
question of Protection as it affects wages.
Here is a statement which has been quoted in
the Victorian Parliament recently, and is
taken from an American newspaper:-

The McKinley Tariff was an admitted experi-
inent in high duties. The American Senates
Finance Commrittee,after the Tariff had been work-
ing 12 znonthe,examniued into tlsegesserl wages of
the country fer alyeasefoWre the hight tariff andthe
after it, That report was as elabiote oil the
matter of wages as it was on that of prices. tt
showed that there had been a very general rise in
wages uinder the McKinley Tariff. But mnore this.
A further report an' the same subject was submitted
by M~r. Charles P Peek, the Commissioner of
.Labor Statistics of New York. Mr. leek's return
is of more special value, becmuse it is the work of a
Freetrader, who was ordered to do it in order to
find material to dlenounce the tariff. Mr. Peck
cadidly admitted that he commenced his duties
with the intention of condemning the McKinley
Duties, and that he was startled at timo results
whbich me out. Rio. investigations covered 79
industries, many of which included a dozen
or more trades each. He found that
wages had advanced under the Al'Kinley Tariff
in 52 of these, industries, anti fallen in 27 of them.
He alleges that in the State of New York, the net
increase in protections in the year following the
enactment of the high tariff was £6,260,000. Out
of 79 industries, 52 showed em, inmcreasse in wages or
production, or both. There were 285,000 wage-
earers affected in the industrici, and the average
advaince on their w. ges, was £4 12s. in the year,
while in 51 0 r the industries the advance in wages
averaged M8 13s. Summed tip, this umeent that
285,000 persons in the 1,121 trades earned £4 22s.
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per head more under the high 'fatiff than under
that of 1989. " such was the report that the free-trader, M~r. Peck, wus obliged to give, and his
friends were vet)' angry with hite. They admuitted,
however, that the American workmlan's condition
had really improved under the UcKinley Tariff.
Of course they had their excuses. The improve-
mients woulil have beeni still greater unider Free-
trade. Buit they were met here by the. same kind
of invincible facts. Mr. Senator Aldrich made a
dissection of the Senate Committee's report, corn-
paring the cost of living during 30 years in Protec-
tionist America andFrectrado Englanid. le pub-
litehed this in the fitrute for October, 1892. The
period taken was that between 1860 and 1890 inl
both countries. Of the American experiences hn
made the following sonuinary -.- ' During this
pieriod average wages iii the United States ad-
"anced nearly 70 per cent., while the cost of
living, as shown by the decline in prices was
reduced 5 per ent. InF other words, the purchas-
ing puwer of wages was nearly 75 per cent. greater

in the year 1890, after 30 yea~rs of Protection, than
it was in 1860. at the close of 15 years exlperiene
under a revenue tariff. Co-incident with this ad-
Vanlee in wages, a great reduction in the hours
of employment took place. These results will ap-
pear iii the forthconing repert of the Senate's Fin-
ancee Committee, covering anl inlvestigattion into
Prices and wages for 50 years. They are confirmed
by the census figures, showing the relative annual
earnings of all persons employed in the textile in-
dustries iii the years 1880 and 1890, the annual
average earnings for 1860 being 205 dols., sud for
1890 332 dots., or an advance of 61 per cant.

In reading this extract to the House, I con-
tend that the workers are, after all, the foun-
dation of the State:- and the extract bears on
the question ofa Tariff that will raise wages aind
will also reduce the cost of living, by showing
the actual experience in America under a Pro-
tective Tariff. The whole que-stion comnes to
this, that if we can help the workers by in-
creasing, their pay and ait the same time reduc-
ing their cost of living, in consequence of
competition, and in coaseqnence of mann-
factories being brought nearer home, and
in consequence of the avoidance of waste, that
will be the best way of helping the workers.
When the hon. memb'-r for Wost Kimberley
says he call soil meat at 14dt, a pound who'e-
sale in the Kimberley district, I can under-
stand the hon. membeir for Yilgarn in saying
at bullok eon be purchased in Qneensland for
30s. 1 am surprised that the Government
hiave not dealt with the question of the Stock
Tax. I know this is a sort of red rug to mem-
bers en the Government side. The Cominis-
sioner of Crown Lands told us, the other
evening, that the Stock Taxs added only a half-
penny a pound to the price of mecat. Well, if
that halfpenny is sufficient to affect
competition, then you come to the point
where thedifficulty arisesi for if the duty of
so much per head on imported stock has. the

effect of keeping imported stock out of these
markets, it necessairily interferes with com-
petition, and the want of competition tends to
keep the pikes up. On this question I do
lean very largely to the view of the lien.
member for East Kiniberley (Mr. Connor)
w lioen he emphasises-and I hope this House
will take note, of it-the f act that one of the
reasons that makes. meat dear in the centres
of population is the want of proper conveni-
onceo for the killing of meat. Surely the
Government should take this matter uip.
Tlheu the anmount that the Governmnent aire
asked to lose on the Stock 'Cax is such a trifle.
It is the strangest thing in the world that
some members should got excited over snob a
trifle-a matter of less than £4,000. Surely
if it is such a trfle they call dispense with it,
both from the revenue. and the Protectionist
standpoints. It is a strange thing that some
members call themuselves Freetraders, and yet
support a Stock 'lax, and also support a duty
on Hloer, on chaff, on oats, and on broad. I
cannot understand it. Perhaps my education
has been neglected in these particulars, but
if so, I hope the hen, member for the Williams
will give us some light on the subject. I
regret that this Tariff question has been
brought Up a t all. I would muchL
rather that the £50,000 of proposed re-
missions should L6e used in carrying out
necessary public works; h ut if this
TIariff chanige is to be carried out T think the
Government are on the right lines in the
items they have selected ; and, further, if
they would accept several of the items which
have been suggested by the bon. member for
Perth-though I doe not think this House or
the country wants the whole tist of remissinus
that the hon. member mentioned-if the Gov-
erment would accept galvanised iron and
tinned meats? by adding them to the Schedule,
I think this would be going on the right lines
of reduction upon article, -That cannot be pro-
duced in the colony, We might deal with the
Stock Tax under another Bill.

Tax COMMISSIONER O.F CROWN LANDS
(Hon. A. RL. Richardson): After all the
speeches we have heard, I do not think the
itemis in the Schednle for remission of duty
require mu ch jusitification, because the general
concensus of opinion is that they are fair,
though in some instances it is said we have not
gone farenough. It would be very nice if we
could afford at present to go as far as the
hon. member for Perth suggests ; but I Jo
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not think it will be contended that the coun-
try can be run without taxation, or
without some revenue ; therefore the
Government do not consider that they
would be justified in taking off more
duties than are contained in the present
Schedule. C will deal shortly with one or
two Objections urged by the hion. member for
Perth, and more particularly those stated by
the hion. member for Nanunine. The latter
hiou. member says he doubts whether it is
necessary or justifiable at all to reduce
taxation at, present ; that the amount
of revenue we propose to remit to the
people would be better employed in the
construction of public works; and that to
spend this money on public works would be a
better policy. I entirely disagree with that
argument. We muist remember, in dealing
with that argument, that at the present time
this colony can borrow money outside,
for public works, at 84 per cent.; so that if
£50,000 per annum is expended on public
works instead of saving that amount to the
taxpayers by the remission of duties, we should
only be saving the interest on £650,000 at 34
per cent. [Ma., ILLrvoOnvu:H You have to
pay back the principal.] ft must be borne in
mind that when people borrow money in this
country they have to pay at least 7 per cent.
and thus the saving of 1250,000 would be worth
7 per cent. to the people affected bytheso duties
whereas if they borrowed British money to
that amount for constructing public works,
they would have to pay not?7 per cent on the-
amount, but only 311 per cent., thus saving the
other 34 per cent. It is far better policy to
borrow money at that rate, for necessary
public works, than to got the -R50,000 out of
the pockets of the people, when the money is
worth to them twice the amount of interest
which they would otherwise have to pay. The
heon. member for Perth is somewhat contrat-
dictory, when at one mnoment he doubt;i
whether it is wise policy to save £50,000, and]
the next moment he brings in a list
of additional articles on which he wants
the ditty remitted. I think that was
the hiou member's contention. He said he
would be content with the present taxes, pro.
vided the public works are gone on with ; and
then he went on to say we should sacrifice
£2150,000 of revenue. If we Argue that it is
better to go on with public works, I do not
think we can argue, in the next breath, that
it is better tr reduce taxation, and to further

reduce the revenue. The hion. memiber for
Fremantle (Mr. Mlarmion), when speaking on
the Address-in-lleply, said it would bie wise to
go in for a large amount Of public works. I
say there is this strong argument in favor of
reducing taxation in timnes of prosperity, that
you have thus always gut a force in re-
serve, and can put duties on again
when necessary. Times of depression
are liable to come round to any country,

and if this colony were to b e Overtaken
with adversity, you would, by keeping up the
taxation, have exhausted all your resources in
the way of raising revenue. 'I he hon. member
for East Perth and the lion. member for Nan-
nine have said the proposed) reductions in the
Tariff will be more beneficial to the pastoral
industry than to any other. Theo houn ember
for East Perth, has Attempted to make a point
about the ren ission. of duty on wire netting
aind fencing wire; but it should hare occurred
to any hon. member that these articles are
largely used in the improvement of )fand. lion.
members generally want the public estate to
be improved, and if they wish to see improve-
ments going on, they should not object to re-
missions of ditty which will have that effect.
The hion. member for Nannine has mode a
sitrong point about the wage earner and the
working man, in reference to a Protective
Toriff; yet by objecting to the remission of
duty on fencing wire and articles of that sort
he does not want to encourage people to
employ labor. I think it is a wise thing to
reduce the cost on these materials, which are
used in working the land; and I should like
also to see all the tools and all the raw
material used in the improvement of laud
admitted At its low at duty As possible.
lIt has been a reproach to this country that so.
much land is locked up without being used as
it might be; therefore I say we should en-
courage the improvement of laind, by reducing
the cost of the materials. Ron. members
should know the improvement of land is at
large expense, and I regret to say the return
is so small that this facat accounts for the
backwardness of people in undertaking those
improvements which we would all Like to see.
The lion- member for Yilgarn has given us
some peculiar principles of political economy.
He wants a land tax, and says, " Let us burst
up all these large estates along the Eastern
railway that are lying idle." The argument is
that all these estates are locked Up against set-
tlemient and improvement. ButlI an azsure
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the hon. member that if he is anxious to go in
for the improvement of one of these large
estates, it is possible for him to purchase a
large amount of land at ie1 an acre, and that
land will keep him employed for years in mank-
ing inprovements. and will absorb all themcpital
he can put into it.

MR. Meu: Why do you hold the land P If
it doesn't pay, why don't you chuck it up, and
let somebody else have a tryP

Tuns COMMISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS
(Hon. A. Rt. Richardson) : I can aassure the
bon. member that a large amount of this fer-
tile land he refers to cant be purchnsed in con-
siderable blocks at £R1 an acre. I say that if
laud in a splendid position, alongside the Gov-
ernment railway, in a fine climate, and with a
good rainfall, is not worth more than 11 to X1
10s. an acre in considerable blocks, this fact is
proof positive that the return to he obtained
by spending money on improvements is not
sufficient. I suppose the argumnent is that, as
nobody is disposed to give 21 ant are, the
proper course is for this House to put a tax
on the land, and in that way mnake people still
less disposed to buy. I begin to think we have
almost bad enough of the Stock Tax. If hon.
members want to do away with it, I say do
away with it by all means, and also do away
with all other taxes of a P'rotective nature,
so that wre may have either Freetrade or
Protection as a definite policy. I think it
is invidious to deny to one very important
industry some protection, while at the
same time expecting that the people
engaged in it should pay cheerfully the
duties imposed on the articles they use, and
look pleaatover the operation. In the din-
trints where live stock is raised, yon tax the
people's flour, their oats, their chaff, their
fencing wire, and almost everything they use
or consume. Thecy have no interest in the
production of these things, which are not
local industries in the North; but those
people have to pay these duties, and yet soe
bon. members want to deny them any protec-.
tion on the stock they raise, which is their
local industty. I say let us be ]Preetrade all
round, or let us protect our industries, TI-ere
is another point. Some ban. members have
found fault with the Bill for proposing to take
the duty off tea and sugar. They have said
this is a doubtful compliment to the working
'nan, and have asked, "Why not take the
duties off other necessaries of life that aft
imported, such as meat and flour V" I say

again that, if by these reductions, we save at
shilling a week to a man using these articles
as necessaries, and can do this without in-
juring our owna producing classes, that shil-
ling saved is as good to him ms if we enable
him to save a shilling a. week
by taking the duty off some other
necessary article. One shilling saved will be
the same to him, wyhether it is obtained by
taking the duty off tea and sugar, or off other
things that are necessaries of life. Why is
there this eager desire to benefit one class at
the expense of another class? If you can kill
the two birds with one stone, by assisting your
own people, while at the same time saving to
them a large amount in taxes, that is far better
than giving bobn to one class by robbing
another class. An amount of £830,000 saved
to thectommunity on tea and sugar is e80,O0
saved certainly, and that saving will be as good
to them in this form as if it were saved to them
on other articles which certain bon. members
might prefer. There is another very peculiar
argument on this Stock Tax. The hon.
member for Vilgarn declares that fat cattle
can be purcbssed in Queensland for 30s. a
head, and he says that when those cattle
each this colony they are sold for 424 a head,
Well, if fat stock can. be purchasedl in Queens-
land at that low price, and if a bullock real-
ises in this colony so high a price as £424, there
is a business in which money is to be made
and why don't people try to make it by send-
ing more stock here? There mustbe some screw
loosein tbeargunment,becausethehon. mlember's
contention cannot be correct upon the figures
he has given. I think that every man who is
in a position to do so would rush into this
business, and we should soon be swamaped with
Queensland cattle. As to the argument of the
hon. member for Nannies, that if the Stock
Tax makes a difference of only a halfpenny in
the pound added to the price of meat, that
halfpenny brings up the price to a point where
it kills competition from outside, I say that is a
strong argument for doing away with the
Stock Tax. Hut I maintain that is not the
case. One-half the number of cattle consumed
in this colony during the last six months
have come from the other colonies, notwith-
standing the Stock Tax. [MR. A. FonsRRFT
Not more than a third.) Well, we are en-
titled to say, in justice to our own people, that
the cost of bringing cattle from our North-
ern ports to the Southern centrest of popula-
tion is greater than the cost of bringing cattle
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from Adelaide, we are justified in consider-
ing the interests of the Northern people more
than We Should consider the interests of
graziers in other colonies, It will be a bad
thing if this country ever does launch into a
very high Protective Tariff, such as some hon.
members want. It has been said we have no
really Protective duties-that we have got
only 15 or 20 per cent., but I certainly hope
we shall never have excessive duties. It has
been found in Victoria, by experience, that
high duties kill the revenue, and we might ex-
pect to see the Same result here tinder a highly
Protective Tariff. As I said on starting, what
the Government propose in this Bill requires
no justification. The Sill speaks for itself,
and I think it is now clear, from this discussion,
that hon. members agree with the Bill in the
main. There is one other line I would be in-
clined to advocate, and that is that
those classes of goods which come under
the saving designation Of N.O.E. (not other-
wise enumerated) shell be transferred
to the 10 per cent. class, instead of being
classed at 15 per cent, as they are now. The
effect would be that any article which hap-
pened to have been overlooked in the classi-
fication of the Schedules would be put into the
lower instead of the higher Schedule; so that
if an article is required by a manufacturer,
and is not already classified, instead of its
being somewhat "selated," it would come in
tinder the 10 per cent. duty. [ do not think
the Government would be adverse to such :t
proposition as that. When a Government hs4

the responsibility of running the country, and
is expected to provide money for extensive
public works, I think it would not be right for
this House to take the whip out of its had, by
trying toforee the Government to make addi-
tional reductions, and to further decrease the
revenlue. I do not think that this House, by
taking such a course, would be dealing justly
with any Government in that position ; and I
think the Executive Government of the
country, having the responsibility Of maneg-
ing its finances, and of finding the wxeans for
doing all those things which a Governent is
expected to do, ought to be in a position to
judge how much revenue can he Safely dis.
pensed with, and how much is required.
If' Ministers are prepared to say they can
do with a decrease of £50,000, it would be
putting them in a false position if the House
were to say, "W insist on your taking off
£100,000?' I think the reductions suggested

by the lion. member for Perth would be not far
short of £2150,000 a year ; and, in proposing
this course. he ought to be prepared to show
the Government how they are to do every-
thing they are aked to do, and to do all this
with such a small amount of revenue.

Ma. PIESSE Generally speaking I am in
accord withi the Government; but speaking
from a commercial point of vie w, I regret that
it has been found necessary to interfere with
the Tlariff Act of the colony, and fear it wi I lie
some time, before we shall recover from the
effect of this reduction of taxation. I think
it very necessary if reductions are to be made,
that certain items Should be included in that
reduction, but I hardly think it is necessary to
reduce taxation upon tea and sagar; certainly
not to take it away altogether, as is proposed
in this Bill. I think if one half the reduction
had been made it would have met with general
approval. With regard to the reduction upon
iron, wire netting, and iraterimils of that kind,
I think the small amount of ten shillings per
ton can well be spared from the revenue;
these things are necessary adjuncts to the
development of the land, and the reduction
will assist not only the farmer; but those
engaged in pastoral pursuits also. The reduc-
tion upon mineral oil I think a good one, and
will assist many industries, as it ase the
community generally. I think if the Govern-
ment had agreed to reduce tea and sugar by
one-half the amount proposed, it would have
meant a. saving to the people of from £12,000
to £,15,000 a year. There is one thing I would
like to dwell upon, and that is the cost of
living. It has been said that the cost of liv-
inig is much higher here thauL in the Eastern
colonies ; but I would point out tbatthe wages
of the working man are much higher here in
proportion, than they are in the Eastern Col-
onies. We have nut far to look for the cost of
high living in cities aaid towns, because house
rents and other charges are excessive. It is
that sort of thing that contributes to the high
cost of living. If you take the case of one
living in the country districts, youiwili find that
a laborer can live there on about eight shil-
lings a week, because their rent is merely a
nominal sumn, and in fac-t, in many instances
the labourer is found in lodgings by those who
employ him, particularly if he bea farm laborer.
I would point out that this item of meat, that
is so much tallied about here, as being nine-
pence a pound, is from 25 to 30 per cent. higher
in the towns than in the country at the prt:-
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sent time, on account of the cost of slausghter-
tug, and the risks that the butchers run. We
have not far to look for the high cost of living,
occause in the towns where the most complaint
is made, we shall find, if we enquire, that the
people of to-day are more extravagant than
the people were in clays gone by. There isnot
so much economy practiced by householders
as there used to be. It is not the cost of livng
that'is the trouble in Perth, but the rentsad
other charges that have to be suet. I1 mention
this because, there are many who strike at the
farming portion of the commnsniity and say that
the price of flour and other things produced
by the farmer is the cause of the high cost of
living. If we turn to the report oPf the Col-
lector of Customs, laid before us to-night, we
shall find these were imported into this colony,
lest year, seven thousanul tons of flour; and
that there were imported also 26,000 bushels
of wheat. To produce that quantity of flour
thereold needlto be produced 376,000 bushels
of wheat; which at 12 bushels to the acre
would need the cultivation of 81,000 acres of
agricultural land; or with an average of 10
bushels to the acre, it would require 37,000
acres of land; now, this is not a very large
area to ask to have brought under cultivation.
We have in the colony about 70,000 acres
under cultivation at the present time. I know
the development, of the soil is going on apace,
for this year there will be brouight undereculti-
ration somiething like 25,Oooacrs of new land.
In two years' time we shall probably have
Z-0,000 acres of new land under cultivation,
and what will be the result? Allowing for the
advance and increase of popul. tion, we shall
then have caught up with the demand, and be
able to supply the people with bread. We
have just passed throuigh a series of years that
are the worst on record; a series of years un-
precedented from an agricultural point of
view. 1 know many farmers in my own dis-
trict, and in the Eastern parts of the colony
who last year did not reap as much as they
had sown, and the consequence was there is
a very short supply of chaff and other farm
products. With such a season, however, as
we aro now experiencing, and hope to have,
and with the vast area that is now being
cultivated, the result will be that we shall
probably in a sbort time comle uip to the
demand. If you continue to assist the farmers
by retaining the 30s. per ton duty on flour, the
sixpence per bushel on wheat, the duties as
they now exist, in a very short time the

people of this colony will have no case to
complain. With regard to chaff, we imported
last year7,700 tons. Taking the production
of our hand at a very low rate, say a
ton to the acre, we only require an
extra 7,700 acres of land to produce
all the chaff needed for our own requirements.
When we take into consideration the fact that
last year we had a very bad season, a season
that yielded only about five hundredweight to
the acre in some parts, and consider the pro-
spects of the pr-esent season, I think we shall
not need next year to import a thousand tons
of chaff. There is a sufficient supply now in
hand for the next three months, but the dis-
advantage of the farmer lies in thiis: that the
unfortunate meon wholive in the district where
I Live, are so far away from the market
that it costs 25a. a ton extra for
carriage, and this handicaps them in)
comparison to those in the eastern dis-
tricts who can so easily despatch their chaff
to market. With regard to bran and pollard,
we imported last year 3,400 tons. Allowing
that we produce 370,000 bushels of wheat,
and allowing twenty pounds per bushel,
which is the usual percentage of bran
and pollard taken fromn the wheat in
extracting the flour; we have 2,300 tons of
bran and pollard, consequently we have no
need to import more than 1,000 tons, even with
such seasons as we have had in the past. The
result must prore that, even if we hare this
vast area brought uinder cultivation, the result
will be that we shall in a little while hear very
little of this cry of no protection. It is heart-
rending to find our own people have so l ittle
confideuce in Western Australia. I can
assure hon. members that this colony is quite
capable of producing all the requirements
needed from the soil, and in a short time we
shall come up with the demand. I have made
a calculation with regard to the duty on flour.
The duty is certainly a protection, but it does
not amount to very much. The duty of 30s.
per ton means three-sixteeuths of a penny per
pound ; and if this were knocked out
who gets it P Does the consumer get
it? No, it goes into the pocket of the
middleman. If the consumer is a wage
earner.and is anxious to see the colontypros-
per, he must for some time to come put up
with this extra trifling cost, and help the
farming comununity for a while, and so help
forward the development of the noil. This
must goon hand in hand with the develop-
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ment of oar goldfields, for what on earth is
the good of the development of our goldfields,
unless we eat the samne time develop the agri-
cultural areas. Speaking of the Tariff on
cereals, we have only to refer by way of com-
parison to the Eastern colonies. They take no
product from us free of ditty; it is true they
do not need any ; but as a matter of fact in
South Australia they have a duty of 40s. a
ton on flour, in Victoria it is.£6, in New South
Wales it is 30s., and also in Queensland 30s.,
and so they aire not likely to receive our pro-
ducts. I cannot agree with thehon.memberfor
Perth that it is no credit to us tS tax these
products, after being carried a thousand wiles.
I would tax them if they camne ten thousand
miles. Unless the people of this colony
will bear with us and help us, what good is it
that people will go out into the far country to
attempt to turn the desert into a smiling
cornfield? PI intend to favor the continu-
ation of the Stock Tax, and I do not think it
is good taste of the
to say, because the
dangered we will not
the cereals of this
believe the removal
would reduace the
farthing a pound, if

Northern members
Stock Tax is en-

continue the tax on

of the Stock Tax
price of mneat one
it were taken off

to-morrow. I think those hon. members who
want to interfere with the duty upon cereals
should coasider the interests of the whole
colony, and not look at the matter from a
selfish point of view. I would like to say
with regard to the remarks of the hon. 'nem-
her for Yilgarn, as to land lying waste along
the Eastern railway, that I do not agree
with him. L1 would tell that hon. member that
that laud is available for him, or anyone else,
and not only that land, bat there are thou-
sands of acres of land available for nothing.

Mit. MonAss: Where is it?
Ma. PIESSE: In every part of the colony.

There are hundreds of thousandsB of acres that
can be obtained as a mere gift, and if those do
not suit there are as many more that can be
taken up at the low rate of sixpence an acre.
The hon. member represents a goldields
district, and 1, an agricultural one; but I
think we shouald all unite together to make
everything satisfactory as far as possible to
everyone within the colony. I heard also a
request to remove the tax upon leather, and it
was said we could not produce it in the colony.
I would like to take those who know this
colony back for 20 years, and they will re-

member that we sent away leather for exhibi-
tion in England, and that we obtained prizes
too. We havea large trade in this product
to-day, but it is one of those things in
which the colonists despise their own in-
dustries. Some one said duty should be taken
off agricultural machinery, but there is only a
five per cent. duty on it now. if a plough
costs £6, or eves £10O, the charge would only
be 10s. extra. to the farmer, and I am sure the
farmers would prefer that the Tatriff BillI should
remain as it is, and they would then willingly
pay the duty upon this agricultural ma-
chinery. We have a large manufactory now
in the colony, and it has completely revolu-
tionized farming by the manufacture of the
stuniD-jnnping plough. It has enabled
farmers to bring land under cultivation
which never would have been brought under
without it. The honorable member for
Perth said he would like to see some considera-
tion shown to the farmer in the reduction of
railway charges. This would be great oasis-
tance ; but we went everything done that w ill
tend to cheapen the products of the soil, and
enable the farmers to send them into the
market, and thus stop the universal cry about
the cost of living. Before concluding I would
lie to say, that perbapsupon enquiry,and upon
comparison with the tariff Acts of the other
colonies, it may be found necessary to modify
the duties with regard to raw materials that
cannot be produced in the colony. That would
no doubt be a, great help to the manufacturers.
I think the duty on mining machinery how-
ever, should remain as it is. I hope the Stock
Tax will be continued for some time longer at
least. Speaking from a Protectionist point of
view, I think we should do all we can to pro-
tect the industries of the colony ; and I ask
hon. members to bear this in mind. There
is no doubt a good deal to justify the
outcry of dear living in the city end large
towns, but it carnnot be attributed solely to the
cost of then necessaries of life. I hope when
the question comes up again for discussion
that those who have the interests of the colony
at heart will be found maintaining the tax on
cereals in its present form, for if you insist
upon any redaction, it will be the death blow
to the agricultural interests of this colony.

-MB. LEAXE: No one I am sure can discuss
this question of Freetrade and Frotection with-
out supplying arguments to those who are op-
posed to him. I am conscious that I myself, in
any observations, shaUl probably supply arga.
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ments to those who do not agree with me,
sand, even though I run the risk of incurring
the censure of the lion, member for West
Kimberley, by dealing with a question that I
know nothing about, I shall, notwithstanding,
venture upon the discussion of this subject;
and if I do err, I have no doubt, I shall
err in good company,--in that of the
hon. gentleman himself, that profound political
eoonomist-the clever man, not the ftuny
man of the Ministry, the bon. the Commissioner
of Crown Lands, for even he, when comes to
discuss this question, gets involved in incon-
sistencies. It is indeed difficult for anybody
to steer a middle course between these two
difficult and complicated subjects; either he is
bound to be drawn irresistibly over to the Sylla
of Preetrade onthe one hand~or to the Oharbydis
of Protection on the other. Let me, while re-
f erring to the hon. theCommissioner of Crown
Lands, refer to one of his remarks. He would
not like the hon. members in this House to
take tbs whip out of the hands of the Govern-
ment when dealing with the Tariff proposals.
I do not quote his exact words, but I quote
the meaning. That surely could not have
been the result of mature thought or delibera-
tion. No Minister can say the Ministry must
have a free hand, and they must pass their
Tariff proposals through the House without
criticism, opposition, or alteration. if
that were so I would like to know where
the Ministry would be to-dayP Are they going
to stand by their proposals of this evening ?
Does any one expect they will pass their pre-
sent proposals without any alteration F' With-
out professing any profound knowledge of this
very difficult question, I admit my tendencies
are towards 2Freetrade, and parsicularly am I
led in that direction by consideration of the
fact that Protection, so far as I1 can understand
it, increases materially the cost of living. I
do not think any one can deny that that is so
in this colony. The cost of living is enorions;
and anything that will tend to reduce the cost
of living must surely be an advaintage to the
country. How can we expect to reduce the cost
of living when we have high specific duties,
and exorbitant ad valorem duties, existing as
high s 20 per cent P Here I think the Govern.
ment have made a mistake, and have laid
themselves open to the suggestion that they are
only tinkering with the Tariff proposals in the
measure now before the House. Had they
been guided by proper principles, or by
a proper system, I think we should have

found theam dealing with something more that
the free lisft. That is all that the Bill before
the Rouse deals with. It does not deal with
the ad valorem duties, and particularly the 19
per cent, and those up to 20 per cent. If we
ame actuated by principles of Preetrade we
shall reduce these ad valoem duties very con-
siderably ; and ir steed of extending the free
list in the way it is proposed to do this even-
ing, we shall place some of these items on the
5 per cent. list. Take, for instance, the par-
ticular items in the Schedule. Oil has pro-
duced £4,724.; rice, £1,591; sugar, £13,306;
tea, 412,347. Those are the bon. the Premier's
figures, and yet these items are all placed
upon the free list. Now, while inclined to
Freetrade, I would say do not reduce these
duties altogether. Do not put these items on
the free list, because after alt it does nob
materially damage the consumer. If we re-
quire the Tariff for revenue purposes, let us
put these items on the 5 per cent, Schedule,
and we shall then derive some revenue without
materially taxing the consumer. The same
arguments apply to many other items which
it is not necessary now to enumerate. Any-
one who has listened attentively to this de-
bate must have seen the difficulties in which
the hon. members have found themselves. No
one will deny that this question of Protection
is anything but a system of perfect parsdoxy.
Leather has been mentioned. Well, I will
give an illustration of the paradoxical posi-
tion which any hen. member may find him-
self in upon that particular commodity. We
find the tanner wants leather protected, but
his next door nriighbor is a bootmaker, and
wants leather free, and hoots protected, and
his nextdoor neighbor, who may be a team-
ster, and the father of a large family, wants
both leather and boots upon the free list.
That is only one instance out of manny. You
can go through this list, and find strings and
strings of such instances, and thereforc we
come back to what seems to toe one
of the fairest and soundest arguments
for making your Tariff a revenue Tariff;-
let us reduce it to the lowest pos-
sible ebb consistent with revenue purposes.
We cannot, of course, abolish the duties alto-
gether; but when we are carrying out such a
public works policy ats we have been indulging
in for the last few years, I am entirely at one
with those who argue we cannot carry it on
wa~h~ut Protection. But, when we have
an overflowing treasury chest, and a
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promise of an increasing revenue, I think
there is no bettel- time to discuss the relative
merits of Freetrade and Protection than the
present. If we do not try to reduce taxation
now, when will we be able to do so F I do
urge hon. members to give the system a fair
trial now. The Hon. the Commissioner of
Crown 'Lands has used the argument, which is
a very sound one, reduce now while you can,
because you possibly have ahead of you a rainy
day, a period of depression in the future; and
whoa that time is upon you how cain you in-
crease your revenue, if you have prior to that
timeo forced your Tariff up to the highest pos-
Bible levelP Therefore I say, reduce taxation
now, while you have the opportunity, and if
necessity should arise for an increase in the
Tariff, in the coarse of a few mouths, or a few
years, you will have a margin to work upon.

Tax Panuian: We should Dot have the:
money to do it with then. We should be
hard up.

Ma. LEA KE : If we were hard up we should
have A margin left for taxation. It is a pity
you did not trip up your own colleague, for if
I am wrong I amn only foliow.ing up his arga-
ment. I do not always support him, but I do
in this inatance~and in this respect, in the pro-
tection of native industries. Some hen. mem-
bers said, look at prosperous Victoria; but I
say leek at more prosperous New South Wales.
Victoriq has protected itself beyond all reason-
able limits, as I am informed by those who
affect to understand tbe question, and yet she
is not in so prosperous a6 condition as New
South Wales.

Ma. ItajnewonRn: The Tariff has nothing
to do with it.

Mea. LEAKE. That may or may not be
true; but there is the fact. Victoria is a. Pro-
tective country, and is in a more or loe
depressed condition; whereas New South
Wales, a Freesrado country, is flourishing and
prosperous, With regard to protecting native
industries, it is no use saying we must make
Australia a manufacturing country, it cannot
be done. So far as my reading and observa-
tions go, Australia stands but 'very little
show of ever becoming a prosperous
manufacturiugI country. Is it not a.
fact, that with regard to our staple pro-
duet, wool. manufactories. have been a com-
plete failure P Why it is I do not know ; but
so it is, and if we cannot succeed with our
staple in~ustry, how can we ever expect to
make this country a manufacturing country F

I can give an instance in point. Whilst we
have clay at our own back doors we find we
have to import bricks.

Ma. lLLaNewonva : Where is the clay P
MR. LEAKE: All over the colony.
Tag A rVronRrm-GrmmRAa: And they pay

twenty per cent, duty.

MR. LEAKE : And yet they want more
Protection. The farmers are protected,
and here is another instance of results.
or the lack of results. It was, I
think, the bon. member for East Perth, a
gentleman for whom I hami the prof oundest re-
spect, who said that the farmers are protected
more than anybody else, whilst on the other
band, the hon. member for Williams says
the farmers cannot live.

Mn. Piassm: I did not say that.
Ma. LEAKE: Well if you did not, some-

body else did ; if you did not say it, you
thought it. The hon. member for the Murray
said he could not make mining machinery
now, but when he could he should expect to
have a duty put upon it. I do not know
whether the hou. member for West Kimberley
will endorse that, as a sound principle of politi-
cal economy; because it is hardly right, as
it seems to me, to put a tax upon the general
public; to advance the interests of one par-
ticular individual. So far as the Stock Tax
is concerned, I regret that I am opposed to the
member for West Kimberley, for f shall cer-
tainly vote for its repeal. I confess I get most
terribly confused when I hear some people who
affect Freetrade principles, saying they will keep
on the Stock Tax, and put something else on
the free lis t. It is terribly confusing if you
try to follow out the reasoning of some bon.
members. So far as I can understand it,
instead of attacking this question on general
principles, their intelligence is more generally
confined to the narrow groove of personal
interests.

MR. CoNawon: In not the lion, member im-
puting motivesP

MR. LEAKE;z The hon. member for East
Kimberley is one of the very last persons I
should have thought of referring to. I had
no intention of imputing any motive to him.
If we go in for Frotectien there is always a
difficulty in the way of those who advocate
the interests of the working man, because
when you are protecting one working man,
you are taxing another. I do not know thst
I desire to refer to any ether question just
now, but I do urge the House to consider the
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desirability of reducing the cost of living in
this colony; and how can we do that by simply
extending the free list in the manner suggested
by this Bill ? I do not oppose the second reading
of this Bill because I am with it in principle.

Tas PaiRn: It is not passed yet.
MR. LEAKE Ilam with it in principle, but

it does not go far enough. We might increase
the five per cent. Schedule, and reduce the
general ad saloremt duties, wiping out alto-
gether the 15 and 20 per cent. duties. We
might then strike a happy medium, which
would hare the effect, not only of reducing the
cost of living, but would retain and maintain
for the futlire a Tariff that would produce
sufficient revenue to meet the pressing de-
mxands of this colony. But above all things, if
we are to try this qnestion, it we are to apply
the principles of Preetrade, I do nrge upon hon.
members that this is the best opportunity that
has ever occurred, and unless we take advan-
tage of the present movement, the opportunity
may not occur again.

Ma. HOOLEY: A subject of this kind is of
so comprehensive a nature that it is not surt-
prising to find hon. members holding various
opinions. Each hon. member approaches the
subject from his own particular standpoint,
so that it is not surprising that they should
enter upon the discussion of a subject they do
not understand. The hon. member for East
Perth calls himself a Protectionist. H~e would
protect those particular interests that he, or
his constituents, are interested in, but he
would deny Protection to all outside.

MR, JAMES: I ever said so,
MR. HOOLEY:. He advocated the abolition

of the Stock Tax, but if the hon. member for
East Perth were engaged in pastoral pursuits.
he would not hold his present ideas. I can
assure hon. members that, so far as that tax is
concerned, there is very little protection for
the squatters in it. In the North I krnow, and
in seone places in the South also, the squat-
ting interest is at a very low ebb. Many of
the squatters are not in a, position to erect
fences. Tihe hon. member for Yilgaru is
strong in his opposition to the Stock Tax, and
instances a case in Queensland, where cattle
were sold at 30s. a heed. Now it
is not very long ago that I had some
correspondence en the question of stock rais-
ing in Queensland, and I found they could
not be brought there at less than t3 10s. a
head; and, considering the cost of freight,
fodder, insurance, and other charges, it wvas

found they could not be profitably imported
here. If the cattle could have been bought at
the price mentioned by the hon. member, there
would have been sufficient mar-gin to have
enabled people to have gone in for it. This
shows the folly of the argument that the high
price of meat is caused by the Stock Tax. I
can assure hon. members it is nothing of the
kind. 'No inatter what the Stock Tax may be.
butchers who buy at Fremantie or other
places would not take into consideration the
cost of raising cattle or sheep, or the cost of
landing them at the port;- they would simnply
givei thes price they thought thoem worth, apart
from. all other considerations. I think the
high price of meat is caused by the fact that
both in Perth and Fremautle every butcher
has his own slaughtering establishment
to maintain, and his own staff of men,and these
items run up into enormous figures. Icontend
the butchers are not making very large profits,
notwithstanding the high price of meat. I
would like to impress upon the Government
the desirability of establishing public abbat-
toirs, where there could be a proper system of
slaughtering, as soon as the cattle were landed
from the steamers, or brought in overland.
Eon. memubers would find that that would
bring down the price of meat far more than
the removal of the Stock Tax. The hon.
member tor Nannine calls himself a friend of
the squatter, and I maintain his argument
for tinned meats, in their favor is a vrdry good
one. I am not adrontiug the protection of
one section of the community against another,
but I do say the people who work in the back
country, and are forced to use large quantities
of tinned meats, will be very glad to see tinned
meats placed on the free list. I am quite satis-
fied the revenue will not lose by it, and it will
not press heavily upon anyone.

MR. MOSS: Sir, my remarks wiUl not detain
the House at any great length, because the
question of this Bill has been discussed in all
its aspects by a large number of hon. mem-
hers. I congratulate the Government upon
their efforts to relieve the burden of taxation
f rom a. large proportion of the people of the
colony. The articles contained in the Schedule
of this Bill are things that are used, and con-
sumed, by a very large proportion of the people
of this colony. The Ron. the Premtier, in in-
troducing the Bill, stated the objet he had in
view was, as far as possible, to take the duty
off the raw material . That seems to hare been
the moving principle in the mind of the per.
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son who drafted the Dill. I find raw coffee
and other raw materials have been eixempted
from the payment of these duties. I think,
therefore, this an opportune time to draw
the attention of the Government to the fat.,
that what was almost a promise was given to
the proprietors of the tobacco factory at
Fremntle some time ago, and I think
the proprietors of that factory have
been hardly treated from its inception. I
think the Premier will agree with me that at
the time that factory was started, a. promise
had almost been made that practically no duty
should be levied upon the raw material; and
yet, no sooner was that factory started, than
the duty on leaf was increased to two shillings
a pound. It may not be out of place to men-
tion to hon. members that theduty,-pon the
leaf or rlbw material is greater in this colony
thin in the adjacent colonies. The Ron. the
Premier stated before this House that the
duty had simply been put on for revenue pur-
poses, and that as soon as the condition of the
colony justified it, the Government would
make reductions, We have a large surplus at
the present time, and we find the Government
propose a reduction on some articles-sugar,
for instance-of 1213,000. The opportunity
now presents itself, aks it seems to me, for the
Government to again use the argument, that
this amount must. be kept for revenue pur-
poses. In reference to this matter I would like
to draw the attention of the Government to
this fact. We find from the report of the
Collector of Customs that there was imported
into the colony in 1893, manufactured tobacco
to the extent of 10,955 pounds, and last yegi
18,000 pounds. We find in 1893, the value of
the imuported leaf,-not manufactured tobacco
-was £22,200, and hint year, 1894, it was
£92,900, so that we see the manufactured ar-
ticle has very nearly doubled; while the raw
material ba only increased by about one-
quarter. There is surely something radically
wrong, for we should have thought, with. the
progress the colony is making, the unmenu-
factored Article imported into the colony would
have increased, but we find it is not the case,
and therefore I suggest to the Government
that this is a very opportune time for making
a reduction. When this Bill gets into com-
mittee, if the Government will take 6d. a
pound off the unnsanufdctured article, it ivill
only mean a loss to the colony or £700 in
round numbers. I Am in a&position to ay that
this industry is languishing; and that persons

who have sunk their money in it are receiving
no retuan, though other interests are making
returns to their ahareholders. I hope the
Government will deal equitably, and keep the
promise that was almost made some time ago
to make the reduction I suggest. We find the
Government propose to make a large remission
of duty Icevied on sugar, and no doubt but the
consumer will derive a large amount of benefit.
M~y opinion is that the profit will not go into
the pocket of the consumer, but will benefit the
storekeeper. With regard to the question I
ia now bringing'before tbe attention of hon
members, I need hardly point out that if the
sixpence per pound be taken off the raw mate -
rial, we shall find a large number of hands em-
ployed in that factory. I am given to under-
stand they will be nearly doubled; so that the
loss to the colony, will be made up by the extra
taxation that those people will contribute.
Now I thoroughly agree with the expressions
of opinion that have fallen from the hon.
member for Perth and the hen. member for
East Perth with regard to the Stock Tax. I
think it is a tax that in entirely unnecessary,
and that should be immediately swept away.
I thoroughly agre with the hon. member for
East Perth when he says that, if the squatters
at the North desire protection, that is not the
way to protect them. If they want Protec-
tion. and the Government is anxious to
protect them, let the Government subsidise A
line of steamers for the purpose of giving
these people more facilities for bringing their
stock to market. But [ am sure [ cannot see
how it can be argued by its strongest advocate
that itis not a&tax thatdoes not tend to increase
the price of meat. Even taking theargument
of the hon. member for the Murchison, who is
a great authority on matters of this
kind, representing as he does a part
of the colony having very large deal-
ings in this way, there is no ground for
that assumption, for what does he tells us :
He says that in Brisbane he finds that eattle
can be put on board ship at £3 10s. 6d. per
head. Welt, even if it be so, surely a duty
of 33s. per head (or nearly 50 per cent.)
must be a consideration, and must make
all the difference to the consumer here. It
seems to me, an the hvn. member for Albany
has stated, that, on occasions of this kind,
hon. members are apt to submit fats which,
when investigated, will tell against them-
selves, and this is clearly an instance of it.
So much for the Stock Tax. The Premier, in
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introducing this Bill, said that a month or
two's notice would be sufficient notice before
the Act was brought into operation. Had it
not been for that aspect of the question, I do
not know that I would have added to the
length of this debate. I hope the Govern-
went will recognise this-and, on this point, I
speak with Borne authority, because I have
been approached on the subject by some of the
largest importers in Fromantle-I hope the
Government will recognise this: that there
are large stocks being held by merchants and
storekeepers as rugards several of these lines
upon which the Government propose to repeal
the present duty, and that it would be mani-
festly unfair to bring this Act into operation
at once. Thereforn I hope the Government
will make proper enquiries from storekeepers
and others concerned, so that no undue hard-
ship be inflicted upon them. 'The Chamber of
Commerce at Fremantle have, I believe, sug-
gested that six months' notice should be given
before the Bill comes into operation. If this
period is deemed to be too long, of course it
can be easily modified, but I do hope the
Government will not bring the Act into force
on one month's notice, as has boon suggested.
If that is done, all I can say is that it will he
a great hardship upon large holders of some
of the articles which the Bill deals with. I
shall support the second reading of the Bill,
but when it gets into committee, I intend to
propose one or two extra articles which, in my
opinion, should come within the scope of the
Bill. I want particularly, as I have already
indicated, to deal with the question of a re-
duction in the amount of duty now charged on
the raw material in the case of unmanufac-
tured tobacco. On this particular point I
hope the Government will give it their careful
consideration, and, having done so, will come
to the conclusion that the psresent is a very
opportune time to carry out the pledge they
gave to thoem persons who have largely in-
vested in this particular industry.

Ma. WOOD: Mr. Speaker-At this late hour,
and at this stage of the Bill, it is not my
intention to say very much with reference to
theflill now before the House. I prefer to
leave what I have to say on the subject until
we go into committee on the Bill. I will,
however, add my congratulations to those of
other members in saying I am very glad the
Government have introduced a Bill which will
cheapen the cost of living in this colony. I
think, however, that hon. members who have

spoken are rather losing their heads in deal-
ing with this subject, and in the proposals
wvhich they have submitted. (Dissent.) I
think they are, indeed It is Freetrade going
mad, I consider. They seem to have no con-
sideration whatever for the public Treasury.
They don't care if they leave the Government
without any money to carry on the adminis-
tration of the country. So far as I ala paeon-
ally concerned, I hope I am able to take an
impartial view of this question. I am neither
an out-and-oat Protectionist nor an out-and-
out Freetrader, and I hope I may be con-
sidered a moderate man. I would like to see
the products of the country fairly protected
until, tit any rate, the local supply cmes
nearly up to the demand. Af ter all, it is to
the natural products of the soil that we must
look to for solid and permanent prosperity.
[n the cours of this debate it seems to me
thatua lot of selfishiness had been introduced.
Every member who has spoken seems to have
some particular wish to protect somne par-
ticular thing. I daresay I may be accused of
the saab weakness myself. But my desire is
to look at this question from a national
standpoint rather than from the point
of view of any particular industry;
and, being the representative of a
city conustituency, I think I can fairly
clain, that I am. in a position to do that. I
have no particular interest to guard, and I
hope that when we go into committee on the
Bill, we shall be able to arrive at such an ad-
justinent of the Tariff as may be regarded s;
fair and equitable. We must remember that
in dealing with this question we are West
Australians dealing with West Australian
interests, and that our first consideration
should be the interests of the whole colony,
rather than of the particular interests of any
individual sections of the community, or the
interests of other colonies. It seems to me
we have to guard ourselves against giving too
much heed to the demands of people wvho do
not belong to the colony, but who simply come
here to take temporary advantage of the
prosperity of the colony. A. lot of these people
who come here do not care two straws for West
Australia, so long as they can get the produce
of other colonies here free. 'I his clams of
traders come here, and their anxiety is to make
the best possible use they can of their present
opportunitiesiwhen thecolony is in the full tide
of prosperity. When they have served their
own purposes, wvhen they find that the colony
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no longer affords them these opportunities for
making the most they can out of its prosperity,
these people will simply take off their hatsb.id
go. They won't stay here to bear the burden
of the depression that may follow this era of
prosperity. Therefore I say our first con-
sideration. should be to look after the interests
of our own colonists, those who are always
with us. We must also remember the financial
obligations of the country, and also our duty
to protect and build up industries which will in
time make us independent of the outside world,
and wh ich will bring about a state of affairs that
will justify us in entering upon that great
Consummation which is so dear to the heart
of the hon. member for Nannine-Australiani
Federation. When wve have the local indus-
trios of the colony so built up as to he self-
supporting, we may, perhaps, in the not far
distant future, be ready to join with our
neighbors in that great movement,-tbat, grand
idea which seems to dominate the minds of
some hoa, members. So far as the Stock Tax
is concerned, I can only say that, when the
proper time comes, I hope I shall be found on
the right side of the House when the question
of the removal of that tax is the. issue before uts.

ArN RON. MENEsa: Which aide is thatP
MaL. WOOD: Never mind which side it is.

You will find me on the proper side when the
division comes.

Ass HorN. Enman: Tall us which side.
31st. WOOD: On the right side.
X1a- RANDnaLL.: On the right side of the

Speakeor, I hope.
Mi..WOOD:- I know my constituents will

be quite satisfied with the side I shall take
with regard to that particular tax. I will say
this : so far as this tax affects the price of
moat I think it affects it very little indeed. II.
is only a week or ten. days ago that I had occa-
sion to travel by train to the Vanse, and by
the same train we took a truck lead of sheep
-they may have been imported sheep, for all I
know-and those sheep were retailed in Ilussel.
ton at 6d. per lb. After being conveyed 130
wiles by rail they were actually retailed at Gd.
per lb. If that can be done at the Vasse,
surely it ought to be done at Perth. The fact
of the matter is we are over-butchered in this
piace. If you want. to get at the real secret of
the high price of meat you must tackle the
butchers. There is one other point I wish to
refer to. As to the time of bringing this Bill
into operation I hope the Government will not
hurry the matter unduly. tn fact, the Pre-

mier has assured us to-night that he is entirely
in the hands of the House in this matter. Sofaras
ILean iuakeout, from the inquiries I havemadein
Perth, the two great items that are likely to
affect storekeepers most, by the proposed
repeal of duties, are tea and kerosene. We
know that kerosene is an article that is not
left much in bond, like most other goods. It
is usually cleared straight from the ship. At
any rate, so far as bussiness people in Perth
are concerned, I should say that there is about
six weeks' supply of tea and kerosene in the
hands of retailers-not very much more. I
cannot sit down, Sir, without referring to what
has fallen from the hon. member for East
Perth (Mr. James). The lofty way that hon.
member patronises some of us humble in.
dividusls, is really quite refreshing. He seems
to take aparticular interest in myself, as the
representative of another part of the City. I
ami sure I am much obliged to him. He said
be hoped my constituents would be satisfied
with my action in regard to this Bill. I can
only assure him that I am quite sure my con-
stituenta will be satisfied with all my actions
in this House. The hon. member need not
concern himself about that.

Tan A5TORNEY - GENERAL (Hon. S.

B3urt): I rise simply tosaya word or two with
regard to the effects that some of the pro.
posals put forward by members in the course
of this debate may have upon the revenue of
the country, next year, if those proposals are
accepted. The hon. member for Perth (Mr.
Randall) enumerated n long list of articles
which he proposes to include in the Bill.
I do not know whether the hon. member has
gone through the Customs returns, and seen
how the revenue -would be affected by the
inclusion of these articles in the Schedule of
the Bill. I amn afraid he has not.

MR. RANDELL: Only for 1893.
THn A'TORNBY-GENERAL (Hon. S.

Burt:) if the hon. member had referred to
th~e Customs returns for this year, he would
have found that if his proposals bad been in
operation this year, the repeal of all1 these
duties would have affected the revenue to the
extent of X056,000 or £57,000. My friend the
Premier tells me it would be about £50,000.

MaL. RANDELL: According to the Customs
returns for 1893 the difference would be about
£920,000.

TuH ATI'ORNhY-QENERAL (Hon. S. Burt)
This year I believe it would be about £50,000.
Next year, with the usual increase of popula-
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tion and the consequentftly larger importations,
the difforence would probably amount to
£70,000 or £272,000. Therefore it should be
borne in mind what effect the hon, member's
proposals will have upon the revenue if they
arc adopted. Then, again, it must not be
forgotten that; last year, owing to the large
failure there was in the crops throughout the
colony, very little local chatf and very little
wheat and flour, and very little oats were
produced in the colony, and that, consequently,
there were very large and unusual importa-
tions of these articles during the year ended
the 300h June last; though I am glad to say
that the crops this year are likely to be very
good indeed-larger, possibly, than has taken
place for many years past. But lest year,
according to the Customs returns before us,
the duties in respect of imported chaff, oats,
and flour amounted to £29,681; and, if we
produce that quantity locally this year, or the
duties are repealed, we shall lose about
£80,000 from these sources alone, if the hon.
member's proposals are accepted.

MR. RkNDELL:' YOU Must Set against that
the larger purchasing power of the community.

THE AflORNEY-GENERtAL (Hon. S.
Burt) : No doubt with an increasing popula-
tion the consumption will be larger. I simply
wish to point out these things, so that they
may be in the minds of members when they
comue to consider what vote they will give
when these proposals comeo before us, having
in view the effect they will have upon the
revenue. There is another aspect of
the question. The hon. member for
Katanuing-I beg his pardon ; the hon.
member for the Williams-said he hoped the
farmers of the colony would soon be able to
supply such articles as chaff, oats, wheat and
flour in sufficient quantities to supply the
local demand, and that in the meantime we
must try and bear with the taxation which is
imposed for the protection of his friends, the
farmers. I do not quarrel with the hon.
member for putting forward that idet,; it is
all very well from his own standpoint. But if
the ame idea is carried out in other direc-
tions, where is the line to be drawn?' Another
hon. member may usk us to do the same
thing with regard to other people,-that is,
to bear with them in the taxation they ask in
the way of protecting themselves. I simply
wish to note the fact that the butchers, the
bakers, the tailors, the shoemakers, and the
brietmakers-the latter to the extent of 20

per cent-also ask us to bear with them in
the same way as the hon. member for the
Williams asks us to bear with his friends the
farm ena. Every trader in the community
asks us to bear with him in this respect, and
therefore J feel somewhat inclined to turn
round upon the hon. member. It must not be
forgotten that the less money there is left in
your pockets, the less money you will have to
spend. For instance, I hope to be able to
keep a horse before long, and I hope I may
buy my oats and my chaff from the hon. mem-

ber for the Wlliamns; but, so long as I[have to
bear with these other gentlemen around
me, who also ask us to protect
them, in this way, I am afraid
I shall not have enough money to keep my
horse. If members will look at these matters
from that standpoint, I think they will be in-
clined to admit that there is something to be
said on beth sides, of the question.

MR. CLARKSON: I think it is to be re-

gretted that the Government have thought it
proper to bring in this Bill at all. I really do
not know why they did so, As far as I know,
there has been no outcry in the country for a
reduction of taxation, It is said this Bill is
intended to benefit the working classes. I
am. myself an employer of labor, and all
I can say is my wien get higher wages now,
and get their provisions-their necessaries
of life, as they are called-at lower rates
than they have done for the last 25 years; and
I hear no complaint from this class. Then,
again, we are spending borrowed money in all
directions-somte people say we are spending
it too freely, and I often hear the question
asked, "How are we going to pay the interest
sand provide the sinking fund for all this
moneyF" Instead of decreasing taxation, I
think the general opinion is that it ought to
he increased, in order to meet all these obliga-
tions, and that it will very shortly have to be
increased, in some way or the other. Al though
our revenue is rising rapidly I think it is
known to us all that our expenditure is also
increasing rapidly. I think it is rather bad
policy on the part of the Government, just at
this present time, to talk about reducing
taxation, when there is really no out-cry I r it.
No doubt this question of the Tariff is a very
vexed one, but if we once commence to tinker
with it, where shall wre end ? There are
hardly two members in the House who are of
the same opinion on the subject. One wants
the duty taken off one article, another wants
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it taken off something else. The bon. member
for Yilgarn wants to get rid of the Stock Tax
and to impose a tax upon land.

Mna. MORAN. Unimproved land.

Mla. CLARKSON: The hon. member may
be a very high authority upon gold wnines-I
believe he is; but, when he talks about a land
tax he is simply talking about 'what he does
not understand. He is going beyond his
depth. The hon. member telft us be is in-
clined to go in for a land tax, because those
who own land pursue what he calls a dog-in-
the-manuger policy with regard to their land.
Why, Sir, we have hundreds and thousands of
acres of land which we are actually giving
away. The great difficulty, I believe, with the
Government is to induce people to go on the
land at all. Yes, the hon. member for Yilgarn
tells us we ought to have a land tax. We are
asked, with one hand, to give the land away,
and, writh the other hand, to tax it. Is not
that absurd? I say we should make things
as easy as possible, in every direction, for
those who are 'willing to occupy the laud. I
can assure the bon. member there is very little
to be wade out of it. Now, as to the Stock
Tax, I maintain that the tax does not make
a difference of one fraction to the consumer.
The stock imported here is, when landed, put

,up at auction and sold to the highest bidder;
and if, as we are told, a beast costs £2 or £3 in
Queensland, the mere fact of there being a
Stock Tax of 30s. or £930, does not effect thu
price of that beast when it is brought h-re and
sold by public auction. The butcher perhaps
buys it for lass than it cost the man who sent
it over here. It does not affect the consumer
in any way-not one jot. Then, again, there
is this point!- the landlord who lives on the
land, as a. nile, employs a large amout of
labor, and I ask how can the working mian
prosper if his employer does not prosper P I1am
not going to oppose the second reading of the
Bill, but I tell you candidly I regret that the
Government have thought proper to bring it
in at all, for I do not think this is the time for
reducing taxation, when we are spending ber-
rowed money in all directions- If we have a
surplns revenue I should prefer to see it spent
in developing tbe resources of the country. I
do not think it is wise at this time to reduce
taxation. and decrease our revenue.

Ma. R. F. SHIOLL: I certainly cannot agree
with the hon. member who has just sat down,
that this is not the time the Government
should reduce taxation. I think if ever there

was a time in the history of this colony for re-
mitting taxation, the present is the most oppor-
tune time for doing so, and I think the
Government have acted wisely in proposing it.
I regret, Sir, thatthey have not seen their wayto
proceed further in that direction than they
propose to do in the Hill now before us. Is m
also of opinion, Sir, that it would have been
wiser if the Government, instead of dealing
with some of the articles on the special list,
had dealt more writh the ad vatori duties.
I agree with the hon. member for Albany in
that respect. They make a great deal of
their proposal to repeal the duty on tea and
sugar, but, although these articles bring in a
large revenue to the country in the aggregate,
I do not think that the duty upon them is
much felt by the general consumer. We do
not hear of people complaining of the high
price of sugar or tea, Though the duties
yieldsP large revenue on the whole, I do aot
think that individually the tax is much felt.
With regard to the other articles included in
the schedule of this Bill, they may be said toL
beeof minor importan~ce, and do not produce-
much revenue to the country. I notice that
one of these articles is rice. I wonder that
some of those fire-eating advocates of the ex-
clusion of Asiatic labor have not strongly
protested against the proposed abolition of the
duty upon rice. These Asiatics, I suppose, are
the largest consumers of rice in the colony; I
suppose they consume More of it than the rest
of the community put together. As I have
said, r regret that the Government, in dealing
with this question of the Tariff, did not deal
with some of the articles on the ad valoremn
list, such as clothing and. boots, and articles
of that kind. The removal of the duty -upon
these articles woiild have been appreciated
by the community a great deal more than
the removal of the duty from the articles men-
tioned in this Bill. We are always having
the " working man " thrown at our
head. and his interests advocated;
yet we find that in. such articles
as boots and clothing, which are important
items in every family, the working man is
heavily taxed,--more so, "s regards his boots,
than the wealthier classes, because, upon low-
priced hoots there is a special dutty amounting
to about 30 per cent. ad tuforeza, while the
higher class of hoots are only charged 15 per
cent. I hope the Government wvill see their
way to deal with some of the articles included
in the ad ratorem, schedule, and so relieve
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these who can really ill afford to pay snob
duties. I think that members who represent
the goldields have great reason to complain
with regard to this Hill, and the smaull amount
of relief it will afford the mining population.
who, being solely consumers, are now taxed in
all directions for the articles which they use or
consume. We do not see that the goldfields'
population have been considered in the slight-
est in this Bill. There is still the duty on
their mining machinery, and the duty on
tinned meats, of which they are very large
consumers, and I do not see that they will
benefit at all from these proposals of the
Government.

THE PRSSEIR What about snur mid tea?
What about kerosene P

Ma. R. F. SHOLiL: As I have already aid,
the duty on sugar or tea is not felt. Tea and
sugar are cheap enough. Nor is the duty on
kerosene largely felt by the mnining community
generally. Kerosene is not used on the gold-
fields to the same extent as it is in the other
parts of the colony.

Tax PREMIER: They use it for their engines.

BIB. B. F. SIIOLL: I don't think so. They
have found that these oil engines are a failure.

TaE n rns: It wait urged upon us very
strongly.

MaR.1.'. SHOLL: We saw it stated lately
that an oil engine tried on one of our gold-
fields was a complete failure for driving gold
stampers. I submit that taking the duty off
kerosene will not benefit the mining popula-
tion very much. It is not for we to speak up
for the goldfieldWe population; they have their
own members to look after their interests.
But I cannot help thinking that the goldfields'
people have not been considered very much in
this Bill, although they are a very large con-
suming population, and, ais such, contribute
largely to the revenue of the colony. Not
only are they taxed through the Customs, but
they also have to pay double freights on their
railways. In somte eauses-timber for instance
-they have to paty four times aer high as is
ordinarily charged for the carriage of timber
over some of our railways for export. I say the
goldfields people are taxed to the very highest
they possibly can. be, and I think their mem-
bers have very good reason to complain at the
small measure of relief which this Bill pro-
vides for thenr. I do not intend to detain the
House at any length, at this stage, as all these
matters will have to be threshed out in om-

mnittene; but, representing a pastoral con-
stitueacy. as I do, I cannot sit down without
dealing with that much-vexed, and what is
becoming rather a sickening subject.-the
Stock Tax. So far asr the stoc~k tax is con.
corned, I should like to point out this: while
we continue to tax every article the pan-
toralist consumes-his tea and sugar, his
clothing, his boots, his saddlery, and every-
thing ho uses or consumes-I cannot consent
to vote for the abolition of the Stock Tax,
which is the only measure of relief or pro-
tection that we give him. I tir sure we
have sufficient stock in our Northern Terri-
tory to satisfy the wants of the people of
this colony, if proper means and facilities
were provided for bringing that stock to
market. Stock at present can actually be
brought to our markets cheaper from the
other colonies than from our own northern dis-
tricts, for the reason that they have full ships
trading in the intereolonial trade-filled with
passengers and goods-whicih enable them to
convey goods at low rates; whereas, to send a
ship up to our Northern ports to bring down
stock costs a lot of money, seeing that the
vessel has to go up empty, and can only
bring back a few stock. It would be
better if the Government, rather than re-
peal the Stock Tax, were to devote
the revenue derived from that tax to
subaidis vessels to bring down stock from our
Northern areas. Then the consumer would
derive some benefit, ais be would have cheap
meat-if cheap meat is possible uder etisting
circumstances. The main reason why you cani-
not get cheap moat no' is the absence of facili-
ties for, bringingr stock down, and the absence
of facilities and conveniences for killing your
stock when it is brought down to the vicinity
of the centres of population. Until these
conveniences are provided, and public abbat-
toirs are established in convenient places where
stock can be kept and fed, and afterwards
killed near the great centres of population,-
until this is done, I fail to see how meat is to
becmoncoheaper. ithe duties are to be removed
from all the commodities that the Northern
settler consomme, I shall. be quite prepared for
the abolition of the Stock Tax. Bat I think
it would be most unfair to the Northern
settlers to remove the only little Protection
they have, in the shape of this Stock Tax
while at the saton time you tax them for
everything they require or consume. I con-
gratulater the Government upon their having
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made a wove in the right direction, in start-
ing, during a period of prosperity, to reduce
the burden of taxation. I only regret they did
not see their way cl8ear to go further in the
same direction, We have a very large surplus
at present, and we know perfectly well that
when we have a surplus it will he spent, and,
very often, not wisely spent. We could not
have a better time for reducing taxation than
in a time of prosperity. When a time of de-
pression arrives, as we may expect it will some
day, we shall then, if we reduce our taxation
now, have something to fall back upon when
the necessity arises for increasing our revenue.

Ma. M ARMION: I do not intend to traverse
the remarks that have been made by previous
speakers in the course of this debate; I rise
principally for the purpose of satting I do not
think it is necessary at this stage that I should
refer to the petition from the Chamber of
Commerce, at Frmantle, entrusted to my wabe.
I have already intimated my intention of in.
troducing that subject for discussion when
this Bill is under consideration in committee,
and it is still my intention to do so. I only
refer to the question now because it has been
suggested by some members that there is no
necessity for delaying the coming into opera-
tion of this Bill, as the stocks in hand (of the
articles included in the Schedule) are not
large, and therefore no great injury would
be done by bringing the Bill into opera-
tion at once. On that point, I think
I think I am idastified. in stating that the
Chambers of Commerce at Fremantle and
Perth, and those who are associated with those
bodies, are more likely to understand the actual
position of affairs in this respect than the hon.
gentlemen who have spoken on the subject
to-night. Therefore I trust that, when the
time for discussing this question arrives, the
opinion of these representative commercial
bodies will receive the full weight they de-
serve. Somne hon. members have referred at
great length to the principles of Freetrade
and Protection. That is too large an order to
be discussed at this stage. No doubt the
time will come when the question of Free-
trade and the question of Protection will have
to he discussed upon their merits in this
House, or some future House. No doubt that
hereaf ter it will become A, burning question,
and may bethe means of unseating Govern-
ments. But I do not thinik there is any neces-
sity for dealing with these great ques'tions at
the present time. What I mean to say is that

the Tariff now in existence is simply a conm-
promise. It is certainly not a Freetrade
Tariff, nor is it a Protection Tariff, except for
purposes of revenue. It is in reality what I
say-a& conmpromiise. If you look through the
existing Tariff, although there may be soume
little fault to find in regard to some small
matters, still I think it will be found thatt,
(speaking- generally), these things are taxed
which can be produced in the country
or which can be manufactured in the
country, and that goods which are
admitted free are, as a general rule,
those which cannot be produced in the
country, or which are of atsistanop to our local
muanuf acturers. On the whole, I do not think
there-is much to find fault with in our present
Tariff. But I want to warn hon. gentlemen of
one thing. Speaking now as the representa-
tive of one of the centres of population, I wish
to warn the producers of this colony-that is,
the growers of corn, flour, ha~y, chaff, butter,
bacon, and all those commodities which are
largelyconsumed in the centres of population-
I wish to warn them that they mnust not expect
to have these industries protected as they are
at present, unless those engaged in these pro2 .
ducing industries abre prepared to extend the
same need of protection to the manufacturinig
industries of the colony. While saying
that, I would also ware those who live in the
centres of population, and who expect to have
their untmanufactairing industries bolstered
up. or to be protected (if I may use the word)
at the expense of those who are not manufac-
turers, but consuiers,-l would also warn
these that, while this protection is afforded to
them, they, on their part, must be prepared to
assist other interests end other industries in
the colunoy. The shoemaker mnust not say, "I
want to, have boots taxed '; the harness-

I maker must not say -"I wish to have saddlery
taxed";- the coachbuilder mus nt not say, 11I
went to have carriages taxed"; the boat-
builder must not say " I must have boats
taxed "; and so on with other manufacturers,
unless thoyalso are prepared to extend the se
helping hand to other struggling industries
that stand in need of Protection. If you pro-
tect one industry, you must be equally fair to
all. If yon say you are not prepared to pro-
tect all these particular interests alike, and to
give them all sonic little help in the way I have
referred, you must then be prepared to pul
dow n the w hole edifice at onuce, and to go in

ifor a Freetrade Tariff all round. When the
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country is in a position to adopt that'Tariff, I
shall be very happy to do all I can to assist
it, Bat at the present time I think we mast
be content with a l1aruff which is a compro-
misc between the producer on the one
band and the consumer on the other, each one
willing to give a little assaistance to the other.
I sin very pleased to find that the Govern-
mnent have come to the conclusion that the
colony is now in such a prosperous con-
dition that it can afford to lose a little of
its revenue, in order to assist the consuming
population generally, who, alter all, will
derive the most benefit from this Bill. No
particuilar industry, I think, will benefit by
it, or saffer by it, to any appreciable ex-
tent. I only wish the position of affairs had
been such that the Government could hare
placed other items on the free list. I believe
there are others that might be included;
some of them are included in the list aug-
gested by the hon. member for Perth,
and I trust the Government may yet sie
their way to add to the Schedutle of the
present Bill, if they can do so without
materially injuring the revenue, or doing an
injustice to any particular interest in the
colony. I will not detain the House longer at
this stage, because when the Bill goes into
committee we shall have ample time and op-
portunity for discussing each item upon its
merits.

TIHE PREMIER (Ron. Sir T. Forrest):
Before the debate closes I should just like to
say one or two words. I wish in the first place
to thank members for the generous spirit in
which they have generally criticised the Bill,
I can only say that theGovernmnent have given
the matter their most careful consideration
with regard to the items included in the Bill.
At the sa-me time we did not suppose for a
moment that we would be able to please
everyone. It must be apparent to mem-
bers that we did not propose to deal
with the whole Tariff. We simply pro-
pesed to add to the free list; and, so far as I
can judge from the remarks of members gene-
rally, the items selected4 by the Government
have met with general approval. The ques-
tion of the date when the Hill should come
into operation is, of course, a very important
one- We have two classes of people to con-
sider. On the one hand we have the mer-
chiants and traders, who, of course, are
represented by the Chambers of Commerce;
and on the other hand we have the general

public of the colony, who wish 'to be re-
lieved from these duties as soon as
possible. I do Dot know why we should
altogether consider one section of the com-
munityalone. Ithink we should rather consider
the interests of both. I should much regret
to do an injustice to those wrho hold large
stocks of these articles which we propose to
place on the free list; at the same time I
think we should require very definite informa-
tion with regard to the quantities held by
these persons before we continue to subject
the whole community to these duties longer
than we can help. As regards the question re-
ferred to by my friend the hon. member for
Fremautle (Mr. Mnx-ion)-that. of Freetrade
and Protection-I think1 as he said, it is rather
too big an order, it is too large a question, to ho
dealt with at this hour of the evening. Bitt I
nay say this, with regard to those who

live in the larger centres of population,
and who are engaged to a large extent in
manufacwturing industries,--the present Tariff
(that is, the Tariff of 1893) was framed largely
in their interests. Let bon. members look at
the 20 per cent. list alone. There they will
find boats, carriages, waggons, furniture,
saddlery, and many other articles of wore or
less importavnce; aind, if they look at the lB
per cent. sci edule they will find the same
thing. Theref ore I cannot for a moment
admit that in the Tariff of 1893 the manufac-
turing interests of the colony were in any way
overlooked. There was great pressure brought
to bear upon the Tariff Commission by those
interested in the manufacturing industries
of the colony. They were well represented,
and were heard in evidence, and I believe their
demands were carefully weighed; and it senms
to me their interests at any rate, were not over-
looked, whoever else were overlooked. The
hon. member for the Gascoyne seems to think
that we have altogether overlooked the gold-
fields in the alterations we now propose. I
join issue with him at once. There is scarcely
an article on the l ist that will not be an ad-
vantage to our goldfields population. Take
the first item: "Arro ' root, sago, tapioca,
coraffour, and other farinaceous foods"'-
are these not consumed on the goldieldsI
"-Blankets and rugs," again; are these not
articles that every miner in the colony
uses? Then we have "cocoa and coffee'
-are these not used on the goldfields. Then
there is 11mineral oil." With regard to that
all I can say is that the greatest pressure
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was brought to bear on the Government by
mine owners in the Coolgardie district to have
the duty removed fromt mineral oil. 'We reduced
it in the first place 24d. a gallon, but they were
not Satisfied with that; and now we propose
to take off the duty altogether. Then there
is another item,." rice; " that is an article which
is largely consumed everywhere on our gold-
fields. " Sugar and tea," again; these are
articles largely consumed by people on the
goldfields- equally as miuch so, if not
wore, than in other places& There-
fore, I altogether take exception to tho
'hon. member for the Gascoyne saying that
the Government have altogether ignored the
goldfields population in this Hill. Ill Ican
say is that this colony has been trying to do
its very best to assist those who are seeking
for gold on our goldfields. We have embarked
on great public works, and have budened this
country with an immense loan expenditure
not for anyone's interests particularly, but in
our own interests ; still it was for the develop
ment of these goldfields, and the benefit of the
people who have gone there, and who are still
going there. In fact, no one can say that we
have not tried to do our very best to promote
the interests of these goldfields. As to
the proposals of the hon. member for
Perth, so far a I have had time
to look at them, no doubt some of thema
are very good; and, if we could afford it, no

doubt most of us would wish to go with the
hon. member in that direction. But there is
such a thing as doing too much at once, and
therefore we shall have to carefully scrutinise
his proposals before we ca think for a moment
of agreing with them. The Governiuent pro-
posals will entail a reduction of £50,000 in the
Customs revenute, and the hon. member's pro-
posals would probably entail a further loss of
£270,000. or £120,000 altogether. Now,
£120,000 taken off £2600,000 (which winl
probably be the amount of our Customs reve-
nue nest year) is a good lot,-over twenty
per cent. reduction at one swoop. I think,
myself, that is going rather further than the
country would be justified in going at one
leap. No doubt our revenue is increasing,
but so also have our obligations increased.
The revenue, I am very glad to say, is
largelyin excess of the estimate for the year,
and I am asoe very glad to tell this House
that the expenditure for the year has not
exceeded the estimate. Stillour Obligations
are icreasing, and we must he careful that

we do not go too far in reducing our revenue.
There is one other subject-I do not intend
to discuss it, though it seems to have become
a sort of standing dish-which I wish
to refer to, and that is the Stock Tax.
Why, Sir, I believe this question of the Stock
Tax is getting to be almost as goodsan Election
cry as the Education question. I really can-
not look at that tax in the way it has been
put forward by some lion. members, nor do I
think that someo of the stateuients areintended
to be taken seriously. For ins tance I do not
think my friend the hen. member for East
Perth conld have been serious when he sug-
gested that the Governmnent should,. sub-
sidise ships to bring cattle to the city
from Northern ports, for the simple reason
that if the Government were to subsi-
dise shipsa in this way, there would be no
real difference to the consumer. If he did not
pay the Stock War, as a taxpayer he would be
compelled to bear his portion of the subsidy,
and it would really comne to one and the same
thing in the end. There would be no difference
at all.

Ms. JAMES-. Except that everyone would
pay for the ships.

Tiss PREMIER (Hoe. Sir J. Forrest):
Oh, then what would be meaut by a subsidy
for ships to bring stock down, would simply be
that my constituents at Bunbary would be
paying a6 tax from which they could derive no
benefit, in order that the constituents of the
hen. memhsr for East Perth might get cheap
meat. There could not be any benefit to the
whole colony by the arrangement suggested,
and if the hion. member for East Perth and
Those who think with himu, want cheap
meat in this way, they should pay
the cost and not other people who
will derive no benefit, Altogether I fail
to see that there is any good reason what-
ever in sach an arrangement for by it, the
whole of the people of the Colony are to bo
taxed in order tha~t the constituents of ,uch
mnembers as the representative of East Perth,
should get cheaper meat, than they can get
under present circumistances. There is a
better and more legitimate way out of the
difficulty than that proposed and that is by
opening op too the stock raisers of the Colony,
every possible means of transit. Let uts push
on with building our wharves, our jet ties, and
our railways a~nd we can then bring to market
the best stock that any colony can produce.
There are thousands of head of stock in the
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Kimberloy district ready for market, but they
cannot be got here. The want of facilities
for shipping and other means of tran-
sit simply means that it costs more to
bring stock, from. the Kimberley than
it does to bring stock from thegother colonies.
When sufficient means'of transit are provided
we will not want to go outside our own colony
for all the stock we shall require. Lor-another
thing, I do not anticipate thatlithe other
olonies will go on supplying stock as they
have boon. At the present time cattle are
shipped here from Adelaide and other places
and I am content that iCshonld be so, in order
that we can have cheaper meat than would
otherwise be the case, but when we have
opened up the means by which our own stock
can be brought to market, the risks of shipping
and the cost will prevent the continuance of
the importation of stock from the other colonies
because of the competition with our own
stock, which, ast I said before, will be quite suffi-
cient for the whole colony when facilities
for bringing them to market are provided.
I have nothing more to say at the present
stage, Mr. Speaker, excepting to express my
thanks to hon. members for the generous way
in which they have received the Bill.

Motion pat and passed.
Bill read a second time.

EXPENDITURE FROM LOANS AND RE-
VENUE UPON RAILWAYS AND ROLL-

ING. STOCK.

MR. ILLINGWORTH, in accordance with
notice, moved for a Return, showing,

1. 'the0 total cost of all Government Rail-
ways now completed, inclusive of stations, etc.

2. The total cost of all Rolling Stock to
date.

3. The total amount expended out of Loan
Funds on Railways and Rolling Stock.

4. The amount (if any) expended on Rail-
ways or Rolling Stock out of General Revenue.

5. The total amount of interest being paid
on Loass moneys expended upon Railways and
Rolling Stock.

Question put and passed.

ADJOURNMENT.
The House adjourned at 10.85 p.m.

r±gista t e 'kR mPblfnl,

Wednesda, 27tk July, 1895.

Return skating tinies of arrivals and departure of
B~unbnl-Rfusetton, trais- Laying Of ships'
snoorings at Quindedup and Jiusselton-11Works
fle),a;tinent calling for tenders schen funds not
arailable-A'egtect of S.. Australind to call at
Ptone---oldjieles Bill: first reading-Appi-
cations for Homestead Leases-Construction, of

ontPark Road-Agent-General Rill: third
readi_ ,ri-tn inat Ev-idence Bill: second reading
-Arbitration Bill: second reading; referred to
select Cjo .. .. ittee-Parnerssip Bill1 : second
reaoding; refered to Select Counnitee-Jestices
Appointinent Bill: in eonnaittee-Mfessage./ron
Ii, Excelency ; assent to Buils-ifltnicipal
Institutions Bill: second reading-A djourninent.

BUNFURY-BUSSELTON TRAIN SERVICE.

Ma. COORWOETRY, in aeccordance with
notice, asked the Commissioner of Railways
why the Order of the House with reference to
the laying of the return upon the table of the
Rouse showing the departures of the evening
trains from Busselton, and the arrivals of the
samre, trains at Bunbury, had not been fully
complied with.

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAILWAYS
(Hon. H. WV. Vern) replied that the full
return would at once be laid upon the table,
and ho regretted that it had not, through an
oversight, been done previously.

LAYING OF SHIPS' MOORINGS AT QUIN-
DAIJUP AND BUSSELTON.

ME. COOKWORTHY, in accordance with
notice, asked the Premier whether it was the
intention of the Government to lay down
ships' moorings at Quindalup and Busselton.
and if so, when.

THE PREMIER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest) re-
plied as follows:-

The Chief Harboar Muster advisens the Gov-
ernment that he does not recommend that
moorings should be placed at these ports, in-
asrmuch as there is ample anchorage ground,
and shipemators prefer to use their own
anchors and chains where there is plenty of
rom to veer. Some years age moorings were
laid at Fremantle. Bumbury, and the Vasse,
but were rarely used, for the above reason.


